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Executive Summary, including recommendations  

Introduction  

MKA Economics was commissioned by the Clyde Marine Planning Partnership (CMPP) to 

complete an independent review of relevant socio-economic strategies, policies and reports to 

assist in the formation of the Clyde Regional Marine Plan (CRMP). The following study 

objective was set out at the outset of the review: 

‘A review of all current reports, documents, plans and papers that may help shape the future 

development of socio-economic projects, policies and objectives as part of the Clyde 

Regional Marine Plan.’ 

To complete the assessment, MKA Economics reviewed a range of socio-economic 

documents sourced from the CMPP, planning authority members, sectoral bodies and a 

review of other UK and international marine planning processes and links to economic 

development.  The assessment was split according to (1) a review of area-based strategies 

(2) a review of sectoral strategies and (3) a review of other UK and international experience.  

The key messages from the independent review are set out below.  

National Review 

At a national level, there is a clear focus on key growth sectors; those most applicable to the 

CRMP include tourism, food and drink (aquaculture and fisheries), energy and navigation 

infrastructure at certain ports and harbours. There are other key sectors relevant to the 

CRMP, such as defence and shipbuilding, however these are not deemed key sectors at the 

Scottish level. 

Regional Review 

Overall, key economic sectors are seen as the backbone to unlocking growth and future 

prosperity of the region – and this is the case for the marine economy, where there are 

obvious key sectors, such as food and drink. There are also coastal areas identified for 

regeneration, particularly within the ‘City Deals’, some of which include ports and harbours. 

The Clyde Marine Region has a heritage of providing economic wealth and prosperity, 

however the focus has changed from heavy industry to light industries with activities, such as 

tourism, which are more reliant on the Clyde Marine Region as an asset which is protected, 

managed and enhanced. 
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Local Review 

There is consistency across all key economic development plans about supporting the 

balanced growth of key economic sectors. In a marine context these tend to focus on marine 

and coastal tourism, and food and drink, notably fisheries and aquaculture. Local plans also 

identify coastal areas for regeneration, including upgrade and development at key ports and 

harbours. 

Integrating the growth potential of the tourism and fisheries/aquaculture sectors is perhaps 

more apparent in some areas compared to other areas. There is an obvious emphasis of the 

marine economy playing an important role in unlocking growth across most regions, but this is 

more pronounced in areas which have an extensive coastline and traditional reliance on 

marine based industries, notably Argyll and Bute, North Ayrshire, South Ayrshire and 

Inverclyde for example. 

Future economic prosperity, notably in remote and fragile areas, will benefit from a CRMP 

which supports sustainable development in the right location, to enable each sector to grow, 

whilst securing the rich and diverse coastline, the sea and sea lochs on which these key 

sectors are dependent.  There is potential for the CRMP to develop spatial or locational 

policies to help deliver local economic strategies and plans.  

The continued regeneration of post-industrial areas, and the continued focus of the 

regeneration of the River Clyde and other areas close to Glasgow is a focus of a number of 

the local area plans and strategies, such as Glasgow itself, Inverclyde and West 

Dunbartonshire.  However, in some cases it is apparent that there is not a clear or obvious 

link between the requirements of key sector growth and the area-based opportunities afforded 

by regenerating the Clyde corridor and this may be an area which the CRMP can help 

develop. The land-use plans have a spatial focus, whereas the sector focused visions often 

lack a location dimension, and the CRMP could adopt a more specific focus on matching 

appropriate areas with appropriate industries/sectors in policy terms. 

There is a varied level of connectivity between local plans and policies with wider regional 

plans and policies. In certain cases, such as Renfrewshire, there is a strong connection and 

interrelationship between local and regional policies, plans and strategies. The CRMP can 

play a role in helping to pull together the various sub-regional economic plans, and marine 

related economic plans, into a coherent regional economic plan for the marine area.  

Both the Glasgow City Region City Deal and the Ayrshire Growth Deal have an important role 

in helping to unlock marine based sites and activities. The Glasgow City Region City Deal has 

more of a regeneration and infrastructure approach on coastal sites whereas the Ayrshire 

Growth Deal more of a thematic approach, notably around marine and coastal tourism.  
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Although the more land-locked areas do not have a significant role in marine planning terms, 

they do bring an appreciation of balancing the economy. For instance, South Lanarkshire has 

embraced the opportunity afforded by renewable energy which has supported local economic 

growth and empowered communities and this model of developing a key sector whilst 

protecting the environment can be replicated in marine planning terms, notably around 

supporting the renewable energy sector and its infrastructure.   

A notable omission from many of the economic development policies and strategies was the 

link between economic prosperity and the value of a rich marine environment, and their link to 

community well-being.  Although there is reference in a number of economic development 

strategies and LDPs to health and well-being, this is not a significant feature of plans and 

policies. However, there was an implied, or in-direct, link to health and well-being in the 

strategies which seek to promote the environment and the outdoors as an important feature of 

their economy.  

Sectoral Review 

This section focused on the following marine sectors: Sport, Recreation and Tourism, 

Shipping, Aquaculture, Fisheries and Energy. 

The value of the sports, recreation and tourism sector is difficult to measure but it is clearly 

one of the most valuable assets around coastal areas, with a recent survey
1
 suggesting that 

annual expenditure on marine recreation and tourism activities is estimated to amount to £3.7 

billion to the Scottish economy. Around £2.4 billion of this is associated with general 

recreation and tourism, with around £1.3 billion associated with more specialist activities 

including wildlife watching, sailing, kayaking, surfing and angling. The scale of the opportunity 

is notable, and the CMPP should consider opportunities to embrace its ongoing ambition and 

supporting action plan within the CRMP. The contribution of a well-managed Marine 

Protected Areas network will be the focus of ongoing assessment by the Scottish 

Government. 

The economic importance of the maritime and shipping sector to Scotland is significant.  A 

current report by Maritime UK estimates that the Maritime Sector directly supported just under 

£9.3 billion in turnover, £3.6 billion in GVA and 39,300 jobs in Scotland in 2015
2
. The maritime 

facilities on the Clyde are key economic contributors in their own right, but importantly support 

the growth aspirations and opportunities of key sectors, including tourism, fishing and energy. 

A draft Scottish Maritime Strategy
3
 was published in June 2018 and is intended as a 

concise summary of some of the many wide-ranging aspects of the maritime sector, which 

                                                      

1
 Scottish Government, Scottish Marine Recreation and Tourism Survey, 2015 

2
 Maritime UK, The Economic Contribution of the Maritime Sector in Scotland, September 2017 

3
 Scottish Government, Scottish Maritime Strategy (Draft), June 2018 
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impacts both local communities across Scotland and throughout the global maritime 

economy. 

Aquaculture in Scotland is diverse, from the farming of salmon and other finfish species, to 

the production of mussels and oysters and the harvesting of seaweed. The industry is a 

success story in Scotland and salmon is the country’s top food export. The Aquaculture 2030 

Strategy identifies key actions required to double the economic contribution of the industry 

from £1.8 billion in 2016, to £3.6 billion by 2030. It is estimated this will generate over 9,000 

new jobs in the sector and establish Scotland as a global leader in the industry.   

The Clyde Marine Region can play a role in all features of the sector and its supply chain, 

notably the links to central belt as a key market for aquaculture products, as well as transport 

links to elsewhere in the UK and beyond. 

Fishing communities are an important and integral part of Scottish rural life. The Scottish 

Inshore Fisheries Strategy outlines how fishing makes a valuable contribution to Scotland’s 

economy. This contribution supports rural communities all year round and also provides jobs 

throughout the supply chain, including at process plants inland. The strategy sets out why 

fisheries continue to be at the heart of the Scottish Government’s aims to ‘create more, better 

paid jobs in a strong sustainable economy, build a fairer Scotland through tackling inequalities 

and empower people and communities.’  

In terms of energy, the Scottish Energy Strategy sets two new targets for the Scottish energy 

system by 2030, these being (1) the equivalent of 50% of the energy for Scotland’s heat, 

transport and electricity consumption to be supplied from renewable sources, and (2) an 

increase of 30% in the productivity of energy use across the Scottish economy. Although 

previous renewable strategies and strategy targets have largely been addressed by onshore 

wind, there is an increasing emphasis on marine based energy and offshore wind in the 

Scottish Energy Strategy. These are likely to impact upon the Clyde Marine Region and need 

to be considered in light of existing development and activities.  

Supporting the continued growth and sustainability of key sectors is an important 

consideration in regional and local plans and strategies. The CRMP will also play an 

important role in supporting those key sectors which are reliant on the marine environment.  

This will be best achieved by the CMRP working alongside the other policies and strategies in 

the area and not in isolation.  

It is worth noting that whilst there are national, regional and local strategies relating to marine 

activities, there is often limited local interpretation and so there is an opportunity for the 

CRMP to add value by considering locally where the CMR can contribute to delivering the 

national, regional and local key sector opportunities. 
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Other UK and International Best Practice Review 

The review of other UK, Irish, New Zealand, Canadian and Nordic approaches to marine 

planning processes and plans, highlight that there are different approaches in terms of focus 

on the environment and socio-economic objectives of local, regional and national areas.  

The Irish approach has a hard-edged economic focus, with clear economic targets (by 

sector), whereas the emerging Welsh and Northern Ireland plans have less detail on the 

value and opportunity of the economic sectors and tend to lead with the protection of the 

marine environment.  

The review of the New Zealand and Canadian marine plans suggests that their plans have an 

emphasis on protecting the environment as a central focus, and policing the ‘human’ activities 

through enforcing stated rules. The Canadian approach uses spatial zones at the regional 

level to indicate areas of opportunity and constraint for development and activities. The Nordic 

approach also has a focus on environmental protection, however, the additional feature is the 

importance attached to working with other regions and nations to adopt a more holistic 

approach and looking beyond boundaries when devising marine plans.  

Recommendations  

One of the main findings from the review is the increasing level of synergy and ‘joined-up’ 

policies between economic development and land-use planning strategies at all spatial levels, 

which has been further enhanced in recent time by the UK and Scottish government’s ‘Growth 

Deal’ agenda. New LDPs are increasingly aligned with economic development and sectoral 

strategies.  Economic strategies are also becoming more focused on delivery and less about 

visioning – which is largely attributable to the growing ‘City Deal’ initiative. 

A constant feature of economic planning is the focus to (1) support key sector growth, (2) 

develop and maximise the USP of an area, which in many cases includes the environment 

and marine environment and to promote sustainable development and (3) delivery of agreed 

actions, covering both thematic and area-based initiatives.   

National, regional and local economic planning is focused on sustainable economic 

development, with an understanding of the importance of the environment to support society 

and economic activity. Economic planning and land-use planning strategies are 

complementary and consistent in their approach, and routed in the ambition to grow the 

economy in a sustainable and inclusive manner, which supports social objectives without 

harming the environment. 

In terms of emerging recommendations from the review of economic development reports, the 

CMPP through the marine planning process should: 
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 Agree a socio-economic baseline, as set out in the Clyde Marine Region Assessment, in 

order to measure and monitor change over time and understand the impact the CRMP 

can play in supporting socio-economic objectives and sector plans over time. The Clyde 

Marine Region Assessment should be refreshed on a regular basis to measure change in 

key socio-economic indicators and sector specific figures, allowing the CMPP to monitor 

the impact of the CRMP on key economic development variables. 

 Develop and agree an overarching economic aim such as ‘The CRMP will support the 

ongoing social and economic regeneration of the Firth of Clyde, helping make the Clyde 

Marine Region a more attractive place to work, live, visit, invest and do business’ for 

example. 

 Include a range of socio-economic aims and objectives within the CRMP based on a 

SMART criteria (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-based) – 

essentially, in combination with the baseline Assessment, providing a Performance 

Measurement Framework (PMF).  

 State how the ‘Aim and Objectives’ will be achieved and how they can support the 

objectives of partners, covering areas such as supporting key sectors, area-based 

regeneration, unlocking growth through the City Deal, and supporting inclusive and 

sustainable economic impacts. The CMPP could work with planning authorities to ensure 

that sectoral objectives are allocated spatially around the region at appropriate locations 

to support the ambitions of national sectoral strategies as far as possible.    

 Recognise that the focus and characteristics of socio economic regeneration or growth 

are different around the region for example from post-industrial Glasgow City Region 

areas, to tourism and recreation opportunities in Ayrshire and the support of rural areas in 

Argyll and Bute provided by fisheries and aquaculture. 

 Recognise the importance of the Clyde Marine Region as an asset which is protected, 

managed and enhanced to support key sectoral activities such as tourism and recreation, 

fisheries and aquaculture. 

This review also recommends that: 

 This review is published and disseminated widely to other partner bodies that are not 

CMPP members, notably industry representative bodies and economic development 

agencies, Chambers of Commerce, in order to gain more in-depth views on the sector / 

business features of economic planning and their interface with the marine environment.  
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 A short presentation of the main findings of the research, potentially a PowerPoint or web-

based higher quality design output could be developed in order to present the findings to 

a wider / more public audience and include this in future community and sectoral events 

which may be programmed as part of the CRMP development process. 

 Further Case Studies and more detailed review of marine planning and its links with 

economic development should be monitored and progressed, keeping a watching brief on 

the examples set out in this research, with possible more in-depth dialogue and visits to 

learn lessons and share experiences with other marine planning authorities.  

 This review or similar will require to be updated for future marine planning cycles to take 

account of emerging and future national, regional and local strategies and plans. 
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1. Introduction 

Background to this report 

MKA Economics was commissioned by the Clyde Marine Planning Partnership (CMPP) to 

complete an independent review of relevant economic development strategies, policies and 

reports to assist in the formation of the Clyde Regional Marine Plan (CRMP). The following 

study objective was set out in the tender brief: 

‘A review of all current reports, documents, plans and papers that may help shape the future 

development of socio-economic projects, policies and objectives as part of the Clyde 

Regional Marine Plan.’ 

To complete the assessment MKA Economics obtained a wide range of related documents 

from the CMPP and their Members, including: 

 Clydeplan 

 Argyll and Bute Council 

 North Ayrshire Council 

 South Ayrshire Council 

 Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park 

Additional documents were also obtained from the Scottish Government, Scottish Enterprise, 

Highlands and Islands Enterprise. Further documents were also obtained from other CMPP 

members following an interim presentation of findings to the CMPP in June 2018. Following 

this meeting it was agreed that related socio-economic documents from the other Local 

Authorities in the CMPP region should also be reviewed, these being the relevant Local 

Authorities from within Clydeplan: 

 Glasgow City Council 

 Inverclyde Council 

 Renfrewshire Council  

 South Lanarkshire Council 

 West Dunbartonshire Council  
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For the purposes of this Report, the focus of the socio-economic review has been to appraise 

the socio-economic components of the key national reports, regional reports, and the local 

reports from the planning authorities outlined above and indicated in the map below. In 

addition, a selection of key sectoral reports has also been reviewed.  

 

Map of the Planning Authorities within the Clyde Marine Region 
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Key documents have been reviewed and appraised according to their relevance to (1) the 

marine and coastal environment and (2) the Clyde Marine Region. A selection of sectoral 

reports have also been reviewed as these cross-cut the area strategies and plans. In addition, 

a review of best practice from other regions and nations has also be undertaken to set out 

lessons and issues to help inform the socio-economic development aspects of the Clyde 

Regional Marine Plan.  
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2. National Economic Development Strategies & Policies  

Introduction  

This section presents an overview of key national economic development policies and 

strategies and their relevance and impact on the socio-economic aspects of the Clyde 

Regional Marine Plan (CRMP). 

Key reports are summarised according to their relevance for marine planning, and 

importantly, the manner in which they can help inform the CRMP. 

An Appraisal of Key Economic Development Reports for Scotland 

In order to gain an insight into the latest commentary around the Scottish economy the 

Economic Commentary for the Scottish Economy
4
 was reviewed. This quarterly 

commentary provides a high-level overview of economic conditions in Scotland. Current 

macro-economic trends and forecasts around future challenges and opportunities for the 

Scottish economy are of relevance to the CRMP development process. 

The report concludes that Scottish output remains subdued at 2015 levels, due to a downturn 

in oil and gas activity and a sluggish service sector with a resultant impact on construction 

activity. The report states ‘most indicators of business sentiment and consumer confidence 

suggest little possibility of a strong bounce-back in economic prospects in the near-term.’ 

Despite this backdrop, the report notes ‘employment and unemployment continue to perform 

much better than expectations. But as a result, productivity continues to be squeezed. Output 

per hour worked is now back at 2010 levels.’ 

Of most concern and caution is ‘Brexit’ and the uncertainties around the arrangements which 

will follow once the UK leaves the EU in March 2019. The report indicates ‘Brexit remains the 

biggest challenge on the horizon.  

Whilst it will be some time yet before the exact details of the UK’s future economic 

relationship with the EU are known, the report highlights the importance of planning and 

preparatory work by agencies and businesses to prepare for the new legal and economic 

arrangements, highlighting that ‘businesses need to work now, not just on their vulnerabilities 

to different Brexit outcomes, but to seek new opportunities both at home and abroad.’ 

The scale of the challenge presented by Brexit – coupled with wider structural changes 

in the Scottish economy such as technological and demographic change – means that 

effective economic policymaking is more important than ever. In 2007, the Scottish 

Government set out a new approach to policy centred upon a single economic strategy 

                                                      

4
 Fraser of Allander Institute, Economic Commentary, March 2018  
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with which all public sector initiatives should align. This has been revised in 2010 and 

2015. 

The report concludes by suggesting ‘…over the past decade, this clarity of focus and delivery 

has arguably been lost, with a myriad of different strategies, advisory groups and bodies now 

cluttering the landscape.’ 

The latest revision to the Scotland’s Economic Strategy (SES) 
5
 has a number of key 

references to the marine economy and marine planning. SES sets out an economic 

development framework for growing the Scottish economy. The focus is on raising the 

competitiveness and productivity level across the Scottish economy, and addressing 

inequality, with a focus on key ‘growth sectors’ as well as a focus on ‘innovation’, ‘investment’, 

‘inclusive growth’ and ‘internationalisation’.  The SES sets out how the overarching purpose of 

the Scottish Government can be achieved, the overall purpose being ‘To focus government 

and public services on creating a more successful country, with opportunities for all to 

flourish, through increasing sustainable economic growth.’ 

The marine economy is noted on several occasions in SES, including: 

‘In addition, we have a focused approach in particular areas, including through the 

Scottish National Marine Plan which sets out strategic policies for the sustainable 

development of Scotland’s marine resources.’ 

In terms of ‘further economic powers’, SES outlines how responsibility for the Crown Estate 

will improve management of strategic assets and integration of Scottish policies relating to 

use of the seabed and wider marine planning, as well as providing direct benefits for 

communities across Scotland, especially within Scotland’s island communities.  

The enterprise agency network, including Scottish Enterprise, Highlands and Islands 

Enterprise and the soon to be formed South of Scotland enterprise agency, are seen as key 

partners in helping to deliver the national economic strategy, as are Scottish Development 

International, Skills Development Scotland, key sector bodies and local authorities.  

The enterprise agencies have less of an area focus and more of a focus on key sectors, of 

which tourism, food and drink and renewable energy all have an important impact and 

reliance on marine resources. 

 

                                                      

5
 Scottish Government, Scotland Economic Strategy, March 2015  
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The Enterprise and Skills Review
6
 is closely aligned to the SES and sets out the importance 

of a well-structured and functioning labour market to help unlock sustainable economic 

growth. There is no direct reference to the marine environment, but it links to key sectors and 

growth, as well as the key themes of the SES, such as having a labour pool which can drive 

up exports, attract inward investment and be at the cutting edge of innovation.   

The third National Planning Framework (NPF3)
7
 also has economic development features, 

in that it sets out a long-term vision for development and investment across Scotland over the 

next 20 to 30 years.  NPF3 highlights how the planning system in Scotland can support the 

Scottish Government’s overall purpose, as set out above.  NPF3 has the following aim: 

‘We live in a Scotland with a growing, low carbon economy with progressively narrowing 

disparities in well-being and opportunity. It is growth that can be achieved whilst reducing 

emissions and which respects the quality of environment, place and life which makes our 

country so special. It is growth which increases solidarity – reducing inequalities between our 

regions. We live in sustainable, well-designed places and homes which meet our needs. We 

enjoy excellent transport and digital connections, internally and with the rest of the world. ’ 

NPF3 is structured around four key priority areas, (1) a successful, sustainable place (2) a low 

carbon place (3) a natural, resilient place and (4) a connected place. Each of these priority 

areas has a strong emphasis on both economic development and environmental 

enhancement and the important interface between growing the economy whilst protecting and 

enhancing the environment.  There is also specific reference to ‘well-being’ in the NPF3 aim, 

and this is an important consideration when assessing the role and importance of coastal and 

island communities as presented in the NPF3. There is specific reference to the role of 

Scotland’s National Marine Plan in delivering environmental protection and economic growth.  

NPF3 recognises that there are opportunities to develop the existing strengths of many of our 

coastal and island areas, for example in tourism and in primary industries like food and drink. 

The importance of supporting economic sectors is referenced including whisky, forestry 

(notably in Argyll and Dumfries and Galloway), fishing in many ports along the coast and in 

the islands, and crofting. NPF3 states ‘land use and marine planning should aim to balance 

development with environmental quality and activities such as fishing and tourism.’  

There is a strong emphasis on NPF3 supporting the economic importance attached to 

renewable energy, notably in marine areas, and NPF3 states:  

 

                                                      

6
 Scottish Government, Enterprise and Skills Review Report on Phase 1, October 2016 

7
 Scottish Government, National Planning Framework 3, June 2014 
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‘Both terrestrial and marine planning have a key role to play in reaching these ambitious 

targets by facilitating development, linking generation with consumers and guiding new 

infrastructure to appropriate locations. We are clear that development must work with and 

sustain our environmental assets, and should provide opportunities for communities.’ 

A Summary 

SES and NPF3 seek to balance the importance of growing Scotland’s economy, to match that 

being achieved in other UK areas and comparable small EU countries, whilst also protecting 

the rich environment which supports some of Scotland’s key sectors, notably tourism and 

food and drink. 

Importantly for CMPP, these national economic strategies have a particular reference to 

marine planning and the importance of the marine economy in supporting sustainable 

economic growth across all regions and communities, notably those more isolated areas such 

as the remote Islands and isolated rural areas.   

There is a clear focus on national growth sectors; those most applicable to the CRMP include 

tourism, food and drink, (aquaculture and fisheries), energy and navigation infrastructure at 

certain ports and harbours. There are other key sectors relevant to the CRMP, such as 

defence and shipbuilding, however these do not feature as key sectors at the national level. 
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3. Regional Economic Development Strategies & Policies  

Introduction  

This section presents an overview of the regional economic development policies and 

strategies and their relevance and impact on the socio-economic aspects of the CRMP.  

An Appraisal of Key Regional Economic Development Reports 

The Clyde ‘region’ is defined by different bodies in different ways, such as that presented by 

Clydeplan, the Glasgow City Region City Deal and the Clyde Regional Marine Plan itself. 

Therefore, this section reviews a range of relevant regional policies, including, the Clyde 

Marine Region Assessment
8
, Clydeplan

9
, Glasgow City Region Economic Strategy

10
, 

Glasgow City Region Economic Action Plan
11

, Glasgow City Region City Deal
12

 and the 

Ayrshire Growth Deal
13

. 

In terms of the Clyde Marine Region Assessment, which is a ‘comprehensive review of 

environmental, social and economic trends and issues’, there are some powerful facts, figures 

and forecasts around the economic sectors that are largely dependent on the Clyde Marine 

Region., These can be summarised, along with their estimated economic value, as: 

 Sea fisheries 600 FTEs and £13.2m GVA 

 Aquaculture 160 FTEs and £11.5m GVA 

 Fish Processing circa 440 FTEs and £40.1m GVA 

 Sport, Recreation and Tourism circa 35,150 FTEs and an estimated £1 billion GVA 

 Defence 4,970 FTEs 

 Shipping and Transport 4,750 FTEs and £314m GVA 

 TOTAL – circa 50,000 jobs 

 7% employment growth over 2010 - 2014 & 2% growth in GVA 

                                                      

8
 Clyde Marine Planning Partnership, Clyde Marine Region Assessment - Identifying issues relevant to regional 

marine planning, 2017 

9
 Glasgow and the Clyde Valley Strategic Development Planning Authority, Strategic Development Plan, July 2017 

10
 Glasgow City Region, Glasgow City Region Strategy, December 2016 

11
 Glasgow City Region, Glasgow City Region Action Plan, February 2017 

12
 http://www.glasgowcityregion.co.uk/ 

13
 East Ayrshire Council, North Ayrshire Council, South Ayrshire Council, Ayrshire Economic Partnership, Ayrshire 

Growth Deal, In Progress 
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It should be noted that the employment and GVA figures presented above are broad based 

estimates for the economic sectors that are based in or around the Clyde Marine Region as it 

is not possible to get exact figures. They are also broadly based on 2013/14 figures so may 

not pick up the latest trends. What is apparent from the research is that the key sectors are 

sizable in employment and GVA terms, and that they have grown in recent years.  

The Clyde Marine Region Assessment
14

 contains a lot of more detail, including, 

employment, GVA, facts, figures and forecasts relating to socio-economic use of the Clyde 

Marine Region. These have not been replayed in this report as these figures are provided in 

full in Clyde Marine Region Assessment. 

The report also highlights that there are pressures and impacts between and amongst the 

sectors in terms of their reliance on the sensitive marine environment and that this is a key 

consideration of the CMPP. On one hand there is a focus on unlocking key sector growth 

through sustainable economic development, whilst at the same time a critical role to protect 

and enhance the rich and varied marine habitat. In many cases the rich marine environment 

is a prerequisite and driver of economic growth in itself – such as the natural beauty of the 

seas, firths and rivers and their importance in attracting tourism as well as the requirement to 

improve the profile of fish stocks to support the sustainability of the food and drink sector.  

Clydeplan has a firm commitment to supporting the ambition of the SES, and the Clydeplan 

vision is founded on economic development principles stating: 

‘By 2036 Glasgow and the Clyde Valley will be a resilient, sustainable compact city 

region attracting and retaining investment and improving the quality of life for 

people and reducing inequalities through the creation of a place which maximises its 

economic, social and environmental assets ensuring it fulfils its potential as 

Scotland’s foremost city region.’ 

Policy 2 of the Clydeplan centres on how the economic development aspects of the vision 

will require a multi-agency approach notably including national bodies such as the Scottish 

Government and Scottish Enterprise, other agencies (including CMPP) and local authorities.   

Local strategies, including current economic strategies, statutory and emerging Local 

Development Plans (LDPs) and Community Plans/Single Outcome Agreements, are 

recognised as being the key policies and actions that will help guide the delivery of the city 

region vision.  It is these local policies and strategies which will also govern the manner in 

which the CRMP can be delivered. These documents are reviewed in the following sections of 

this report. 

                                                      

14
 www.clydemarineplan.scot/marine-planning/clyde-regional-marine-plan/#CMRA 
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Clydeplan has an economic development framework which is consistent with the SES, and 

has economic development related objectives, including: 

 The City Region as a Successful, Sustainable Place (including identified Strategic 

Economic Investment Locations that have a river frontage or coastal location, such as 

Clyde Gateway, River Clyde, Clyde Waterfront and Riverside Inverclyde); 

 The City Region as a Natural, Resilient Place (Role of Marine Planning has a specific role 

and reference in Clydeplan); and 

 City Region as a Connected Place. 

There is a specific section on the role of the CRMP, with Clydeplan stating: 

‘Matters to be considered by the Clyde Marine Region Plan includes onshore 

infrastructure for marine developments and related activity including renewable 

energy; coastal and flood defence; ports, public access, visitor economy and 

recreation; protected sites and species; links to green infrastructure; waste water 

infrastructure; scheduled monuments; carbon capture and storage; and landscape.’ 

There is a clear role for the CRMP to support the delivery of the Clydeplan vision, which 

seeks to grow the regional economy whilst delivering social benefits and protecting and 

enhancing the marine environment.  

The Glasgow City Region Economic Strategy and supporting Action Plan has been 

developed and promoted by the eight Local Authorities that make up the city region. The 

partners are targeting 100,000 extra jobs, 6,500 new businesses, and big improvements in 

qualifications, training and skills. The Local Authorities also aim to bring thousands of 

hectares of vacant and derelict land into use and support the building of 110,000 new homes 

across the region. The economic strategy is formed around a range of key objectives that are 

known to aid the growth of a city region economy, these being: 

 Creating more and better jobs; 

 Strengthening and growing the business base in absolute terms, by the size of business 

and improving the productivity of existing businesses; 

 Building the skills base and improving employability; 

 Infrastructure to support economic growth; 

 Growing the working age population; 

 Targeting key sectors of strength and opportunity: economic diversity; and 
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 A focus on innovation; sustained growth and prosperity for all. 

The Glasgow City Region Economic Action Plan also has a notable key sector focus, 

including Local Authority partnership leads on tourism, infrastructure, inward investment, land 

use, transport, enterprise, skills and housing focus. A number of these, such as tourism and 

infrastructure, have a marine component especially those key areas surrounding the River 

Clyde (such as the Clyde Waterfront Regeneration Initiative and the Exxon Site at Bowling) 

and its ongoing regeneration.  Another significant port related investment is at Greenock 

Ocean Terminal, where Peel Ports are building an expansion of the quayside and delivery of 

a new visitor centre to further expand Greenock as the cruise ship capital of Scotland. Many 

of these initiatives, including the further development of Greenock Ocean Terminal, will be 

supported and delivered with the aid of the Glasgow City Region City Deal which sets out 

how the region will create economic growth through: 

 Implementing a £1.13 billion Infrastructure Fund to improve transport and 

regenerate/develop sites; 

 Supporting growth in the life sciences sector  

 Helping small and medium enterprises to grow and develop  

 Setting up programmes to support unemployed people  

 Testing new ways of boosting the incomes of people on low wages 

The economic strategy has a priority to develop a shared tourism offer throughout the city 

region.  This will be overseen by Inverclyde Council and a joint Tourism and Visitor Marketing 

Strategy developed in conjunction with Visit Scotland and Visit Britain is in the process of 

being developed.  

The Ayrshire Growth Deal, which is currently being developed, is also a regional level 

economic development initiative for Ayrshire which aims to develop key industries, such as 

aerospace and space, life science and manufacturing. It also has a tourism, and marine 

tourism component, as it seeks to enhance Ayrshire’s coast and capitalise on the 

opportunities that Ayrshire’s harbours and ports provide.   

There is specific reference to ‘Routes to Markets and Employment’ and of specific reference 

to marine planning is the ‘Coastal Corridor’ theme with specific interventions planned for 

Ardrossan harbour as well as marina investments at Largs, Brodick, Irvine, Troon and Ayr.  

There is also a plan to explore opportunities at Hunterston linked to the deep-water port and 

rail freight facilities at Ayr and Troon to support Associated British Ports development plans at 

these locations. 
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A Summary 

The Clyde Marine Region Assessment outlines the scale of the economic assets and 

activities associated with the CRMP area, the economic value of key sectors suggest that the 

marine environment is a significant economic asset in its own right, at both the regional and 

national level. 

A key feature of the CRMP will be to support the ongoing economic importance of marine 

sectors, however, this must be achieved in a manner which allows activities to unlock growth 

through sustainable development without having a detrimental impact on another sector(s) 

and the environment. 

Clydeplan Strategic Development Plan and the Glasgow City Region Economic Strategy 

& Action Plan seek to support the sustainable growth of the Clyde City Region and have a 

focus on economic development principles. They recognise the importance of balancing 

growth, which supports social objectives, with protection of the diverse environmental value of 

the region on which it relies, including the marine environment.  

Overall, key economic sectors are seen as the backbone to unlocking growth and future 

prosperity of the region – and this is the case for the marine economy, where there are 

obvious key sector roles. The Clyde Marine Region has a heritage of providing economic 

wealth and prosperity, however the focus has changed from heavy industry to activities with 

development and activities which are more reliant on the Clyde Marine Region being an 

attractive asset which is a well-protected and managed asset.  

The economic strategy has a priority to develop a shared tourism offer throughout the city 

region.  This will be overseen by Inverclyde Council; a joint Tourism and Visitor Marketing 

Strategy developed in conjunction with Visit Scotland and Visit Britain is in the process of 

being developed.  

Ensuring the key sectors, such as tourism, food and drink and energy, can continue to benefit 

from their marine location can also help deliver social and health impacts whilst ensuring the 

environment of the Clyde Marine Region is protected. This has to be managed as there are 

clear conflicts and pressure on the environmental resource, as well as pressures between key 

sectors that are dependent on the Clyde Marine Region. The CRMP must set a framework 

which allows economic, social and environmental benefits to accrue in a balanced and 

sustainable manner.  
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4. Local Authority Economic Development Strategies & Policies 

Introduction  

This section presents an overview of key Local Authority economic development policies and 

strategies and their relevance and impact on the socio-economic aspects of the CRMP. 

An Appraisal of Argyll and Bute Economic Development Reports 

The key strategy at the Argyll and Bute level is the Economic Development Action Plan 

2016 - 2021 (EDAP)
15

. Argyll and Bute Council has developed five-year Economic 

Development Action Plans (EDAPs) to focus the council’s resources on the economic 

development activities that will have the greatest beneficial impact on the sustainable 

economic growth of its communities.  

The EDAP recognises that due to Argyll and Bute’s abundance of sustainable economic 

assets especially in terms of quality food and drink, tourism, renewable energy, forestry, 

marine sciences, creative industries and its boundary with Scotland’s Central Belt; Argyll and 

Bute is well placed to make a positive contribution to Scotland’s economic future. 

The EDAP, and the four specific area-based EDAPs, are aligned to Argyll and Bute Council’s 

four administrative areas, provide a framework for sustainable economic growth, aligned to 

the four priorities presented in Scotland’s Economic Strategy: 

 Investment; 

 Innovation; 

 Internationalisation; and 

 Inclusive growth. 

Under the investment theme there is a focus on ‘Key Sectors’, which are recognised locally as 

tourism, maritime and food and drink – which includes fisheries and aquaculture.  The EDAP 

is also directly related to the Argyll and Bute Outcome Improvement Plan
16

 and the 

detailed EDAP Update Report
17

 has numerous Single Outcome Agreement (SOA) 

objectives that sit within the detailed ‘action-based’ EDAP and that are concerned with the 

marine environment, including: 

                                                      

15
 Argyll and Bute Council, Economic Development Action Plan 2016 – 2021, 2016 

16
 Argyll and Bute Community Planning Partnership, Argyll and Bute Outcome Improvement Plan 2013 – 2023, 2013 

17
 Argyll and Bute Council, Economic Development Action Plan Update, March 2017 
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 Argyll and Bute has a growing economy especially within the key sectors of tourism, 

maritime, food and drink, notably for the marine environment: 

o Argyll and Bute is recognised as an all year round tourist destination; 

o A recognised and sustainable cruise ship market value chain for Argyll and Bute; 

o A sustainable food and drink industry supply chain that adds value across all its 

key components (primary producers to processors) in order to generate economic 

growth, improved provenance and profile for Argyll and Bute. 

There is again a clear emphasis on key sector growth in both the Outcome Improvement 

Plan and the regional and sub-regional EDAPs, and this is further evidenced within the 

Argyll and Bute Economic Forum Report
18

, which provides a further range of economic 

opportunities that utilise the marine environment, including: 

 Tourism, including marine tourism including infrastructure in moorings and pontons, 

marinas and berthing facilities across the coastal towns and village; 

 Aquaculture, including large salmon farm employers; 

 Fish Processing and seafood production, including Loch Fyne Oysters and Scottish 

Salmon Company; 

 Fish / marine education, marine science and research – Blue Tech & SAMS at 

Dunstaffnage / European Marine Science Park future growth and development; 

The strategic EDAP and the area based EDAPs are in the process of being updated and the 

council is currently undertaking work to develop a new economic strategy, and although this is 

not yet available there is a known focus on moving away from the detailed EDAP approach 

and a move towards a thematic strategy, which is expected to have a marine and maritime 

focus as one of the key themes. 

The current Argyll and Bute LDP
19

 was adopted in 2015, the next plan (LDP2) is currently 

being prepared, and has the vision of ‘Realising our potential together’, and a central 

challenge of ‘Delivering sustainable economic growth.’ The key economic development policy 

is around ‘Creating a Sustainable and Growing Economy Together’, which is informed by the 

recognised dual challenges:  

                                                      

18
 Argyll and Bute Economic Forum, Argyll and Bute Economic Forum Report, 2016 

19
 Argyll and Bute Council, Argyll and Bute Local Development Plan, March 2015 
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‘The key challenge we face … That we can create the best possible environment for 

competitive businesses, entrepreneurship and innovation to thrive without undermining our 

future potential in delivering economic growth.’ 

and 

‘The key challenge we face … That we can successfully accommodate sustainable economic 

growth without harming our outstanding environment.’ 

Within the economic development policy of the LDP, there is a consistent approach with the 

EDAP, SOA and Economic Forum Report around key sector focus, stating the LDP will be 

delivered by ‘a greater focus on our potential main growth sectors i.e.  Renewables, Forestry, 

Food and Drink (including Agriculture, Fishing, Aquaculture and Whisky) and Tourism, which 

are areas of comparative advantage for Argyll and Bute.’  

The LDP2 is at Main Issues Report stage, and seeks to set out the planning and development 

proposals for the next 10 years from 2020 and is set for adoption in 2020. During 2018 Argyll 

and Bute Council is assessing the consultation responses received during the Main Issues 

Report consultation.  However, a new Proposed Plan has not been published and therefore 

no reference to its content can be made as part of this review. 

A Summary  

Argyll and Bute has an extensive coastline, both in terms of the mainland coastline as well as 

the various islands. The region’s economy has traditionally been reliant on its marine 

environment, most notably in terms of fisheries and aquaculture, and tourism.  

There is consistency across all key economic development related policies and plans in Argyll 

and Bute on supporting the balanced growth of key economic sectors. In a marine context 

these are marine tourism, and food and drink, notably fisheries and aquaculture.  

A new economic strategy is being developed, and as well as moving away from an action-

based EDAP approach, it will have a focus on marine activities as well as the importance of 

marine activities as part of the ongoing Rural Growth Deal that is being developed.  

Integrating the growth potential of the tourism and fisheries/aquaculture sectors is perhaps 

more apparent in Argyll and Bute than in other areas.  This is based on an extensive 

coastline, a heritage of fisheries across many communities and an ability to access the sea in 

many locations and travel by sea between coastal areas. There is an obvious role for the 

marine economy to play an important role in unlocking growth across Argyll and Bute. 
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Future economic prosperity, notably in remote and fragile areas, will benefit from a CRMP 

which supports sustainable development in the right location, to enable each sector to grow, 

whilst securing the rich and diverse coastline and sea and sea lochs on which these key 

sectors are dependent.  There is potential for the CRMP to develop spatial / locational policies 

to help deliver and further local economic strategies and plans.  

An Appraisal of Glasgow Economic Development Reports 

Glasgow’s Economic Strategy
20

 is a broad strategy which has a wide range of economic, 

social and infrastructure objectives. The strategy does have a focus on addressing 

inequalities, raising health standards and improving skills and education. There is also a focus 

on infrastructure investment, developing appropriate housing and increasing population. The 

continued regeneration of Clyde Waterfront and Clyde Gateway is a noted marine specific 

priority for the city.  

The focus is not purely on economic objectives per se, but there are objectives related to key 

sector growth and supporting enterprise in the city. In terms of key sectors, the city has a 

focus on (1) Digital Technology (2) Finance and Business Services (3) Creative Industries (4) 

Low Carbon (5) Health and Life Sciences (6) Engineering, Design and Advanced 

Manufacturing (7) Tourism and Events and (8) Higher and Further Education. There is not a 

significant reference to the marine environment and its role in supporting the key sectors, and 

many of the key sectors are more knowledge based than marine focused. 

The marine environment is not as important to the city as it is in other regions, however there 

are three objectives within the key sector section which interact with the marine environment, 

these are quoted as: 

 Tourism: Our first action following the publication of the strategy will be to launch a 

Tourism and Visitor Economy Plan, setting out our ambitions to attract one million 

additional tourists by 2023, growing our tourism GVA by £148million; 

 Sustainable Growth: Through Sustainable Glasgow, we will work with Zero Waste 

Scotland, the Scottish Institute for Remanufacture, the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce 

and other partners to develop a strong circular economy, becoming one of the world’s 

most sustainable cities; and 

 Food and Drink: We will conduct a review of the Food and Drink sector in the city, and 

identify sector specific support to build on recent growth. 

                                                      

20
 Glasgow City Council, Glasgow Chamber of Commerce and Glasgow Economic Leadership, Glasgow Economic 

Strategy 2016 – 2023, 2016 
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The Glasgow City Development Plan
21

 has a twin aim of developing ‘a healthy, high quality 

place’ and ‘a compact city that supports sustainable development’. There are a number of 

strategic outcomes which include economic development related themes around growing the 

economy through placemaking and connectivity to encourage business activity.   

There are specific policies on (1) Economic Development and (2) Water Environment. In 

terms of economic development, the Glasgow City Development Plan also has a focus on 

supporting key sector growth, including low carbon industries, engineering and 

manufacturing, life science, financial services, tourism and events and education.  

The plan seeks to direct development in these key growth sectors to the River Clyde Corridor, 

as well as other ‘Strategic Economic Investment Locations’, notably the Clyde Waterfront 

Regeneration Initiative and Clyde Gateway.  

The policies around Water Environment have a focus on drainage, flooding, sewerage, but 

also cover water quality, biodiversity, health and the leisure use of rivers and the coastline. 

Although much of the attention is on water management, alleviating flood risk and improving 

water quality there is reference to opportunities for the development of the green and blue 

network for active travel, habitat enhancements and related tourism and leisure benefits.   

A Summary  

The continued regeneration of Clyde Waterfront and Clyde Gateway is a noted coastal priority 

for the city as set out in the Glasgow Economic Strategy. This is backed up in the City 

Development Plan, where key sector development and investment is being directed towards 

the River Clyde Corridor, as well as other Strategic Economic Investment Locations on or 

near the Clyde.   

The economic development policies of the City Development Plan are of direct relevance to 

the CRMP, and the City Development Plan has a clear interface and relationship with the 

River Clyde in terms of future development opportunities.  

There is not a clear or obvious link between the requirements of key sector growth and the 

opportunities afforded by regenerating the Clyde corridor and this may be an area which the 

CRMP can help develop.  

The land-use plans have a spatial focus, whereas the sector vision lacks a locational 

dimension, and the CRMP could adopt a more specific focus on matching areas and 

industries in policy terms. 

                                                      

21
 Glasgow City Council, Glasgow City Development Plan, March 2017 
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The infrastructure and regeneration elements of the City Development Plan, notably around 

enhancing the water environment, are of importance to the CRMP. Although these may have 

less of an economic development agenda, there are links to supporting economic 

development through water-based investment, including the development and scope for 

tourism and leisure growth related to enhanced water corridors. 

An Appraisal of Inverclyde Economic Development Reports 

Inverclyde Council and its partners including Riverside Inverclyde (ri) and Riverclyde Homes, 

are at the heart of transforming the area providing services, support and advice to people and 

businesses. The area is undergoing an ambitious regeneration programme, providing 

opportunities for residential and commercial development along the banks of the Clyde 

Estuary.  The masterplans will also create new marinas, water sport and other recreational 

facilities, riverside walkways and generally enhance the area as a tourism destination. 

The Inverclyde Economic Development and Regeneration Strategy
22

 and Inverclyde 

Tourism Development Strategy
23

 aims to continue to deliver major change in the area. The 

local economic strategy has a clear ambition – ‘to create, attract and safeguard more and 

better jobs in Inverclyde with an emphasis on the private sector.’  

The focus is on creating ‘more and better jobs’ and ‘strengthening the business base’ locally. 

The strategy recognises the important role played by key sectors, and the two key marine 

focused sectors are identified as: 

 Marine and Renewable Energy: Given Inverclyde's historic and continuing strengths 

specifically in marine industries, this sector presents job and wealth creation 

opportunities, particularly in terms of meeting the supply chain needs of larger companies, 

and in developing and supplying the skilled workforce needed by the industry. The 

strategy also identifies significant growth opportunities for the sector based on existing 

technical knowledge and skills e.g. marine engineering, naval architecture, shipbuilding 

and complex systems navigation. 

 Leisure and Tourism: Inverclyde aims to build on its emerging leisure and tourism offer, 

particularly with the Ocean Terminal, good links to key Scottish tourist destinations, coast 

and river frontage, spectacular scenery, and local leisure facilities, by developing a more 

clearly defined offer and strategy to attract day visitors to the area and to maximise local 

spending. This could, for example, capitalise on the growth of sail tourism. 

                                                      

22
 Inverness Council and Riverside Inverclyde, Inverclyde Economic Development and Regeneration Strategy, 2014 

23
 Inverclyde Council, Inverclyde Tourism Strategy 2009-2016 Mid Term Review, 2009 
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This Plan will be delivered within the existing strategic framework provided by the Inverclyde 

Alliance Single Outcome Agreement (2013-17)
24

 and Inverclyde Economic Regeneration 

Strategy (2011-2014)
25

. Through this Plan, the Council and Riverside Inverclyde will work 

together to achieve the Inverclyde Vision as described in the local economic strategy. 

There are a number of priority projects in the local economic strategy which are of relevance 

to marine planning in this location. The key marine and coastal sites include: 

 Victoria and East India Harbours. This strategically located riverfront site, adjacent to 

the Custom House development, remains a key priority for the Council and ri, as it is 

highly visible and in urgent need of investment; 

 James Watt Dock. This is a medium to long-term priority for the Council and ri. However, 

due to the size and scale of JWD, there is potential for developments on parts of the site 

to be taken forward in the next few years subject to private investment and market 

conditions; 

 lnchgreen. This is a key strategic riverfront site, which has potential to support 

employment in the marine and/ or renewable sectors; 

 Ocean Terminal. The continued development of the quay wall will create potential for 

additional cruise ships to dock in Greenock, increasing the number of visitors accessing 

Scotland's main tourist destinations through Inverclyde, and creating opportunities for 

local businesses; and 

 lnverkip Former Power Station. The redevelopment of the former power station site will 

create potential for additional housing and limited commercial accommodation. 

Although slightly out of date the Inverclyde Tourism Strategy aims to promote the positive 

aspects of the area to allow them to contribute and participate in the development of tourism 

and provide a sound economic future for the area through the implementation of the action 

plan.  The themes for action (in line with the new National Tourism Strategy
26

) are as 

follows: 

 Theme 1  Knowing our markets 

 Theme 2 Managing the customer journey 

 Theme 3 Building sustainable tourism 

                                                      

24
 Inverclyde Alliance, Inverclyde Alliance Single Outcome Agreement (2013-17), 2013 

25
 Inverclyde Council, Inverclyde Economic Regeneration Strategy (2011-2014), 2011 

26
 Scottish Tourism Alliance, Tourism Scotland 2020, 2012 
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 Theme 4 Strengthening leadership and collaboration 

 Theme 5 Better data 

Perhaps of most relevance to marine planning is ‘Theme 3’ around ‘Building sustainable 

tourism’, where there are a number of agreed actions which have a direct bearing on the 

marine environment, these being: 

 Explore development of new products and services around assets and experiences e.g. 

sailing, marine, heritage, golf, cycling; 

 Work in partnership to encourage more cruise ships to come to Greenock. Encourage 

businesses and traders to embrace the opportunity and develop their businesses to 

provide services and products that additional visitors want; 

 Make contact with cruise ship tour organisers to establish what additional local 

tours/activities they might like to see developed to offer to passengers alighting at 

Greenock on future cruises e.g. sail charters on the Clyde; and 

 Recognise the natural assets of the area and work together to create partnership 

packages linking experience, food & drink, transportation and accommodation. 

The above agreed actions indicate the importance of the marine environment to the tourism 

economy in Inverclyde.  This has continued due to an increasing level of cruise liners visiting 

the Greenock Ocean Terminal, as well as continued increases in leisure and pleasure crafts 

at Inverkip. 

In 2014 Inverclyde Council adopted the Inverclyde Local Development Plan (LDP). 

Inverclyde Council is in the process of preparing a new LDP, which is expected to be adopted 

in 2019. The current LDP sets out the Council’s strategy, policies and proposals for the use of 

land and buildings within Inverclyde, and, together with the Clydeplan, is the document the 

Council uses to determine planning applications and provide advice on development 

proposals. 

The Spatial Strategy identifies a number of key spatial areas for future development, including 

‘The Waterfront’. In terms of placemaking, the Inverclyde Waterfront remains part of the 

strategic ‘Clyde Waterfront Flagship Initiative’, with the principal focus of regeneration being 

along the Greenock – Port Glasgow waterfront and related A8 Corridor. Linked renewal 

initiatives in the two town centres are an important component of the Spatial Strategy. 

Within the Corridor, two ‘Major Areas of Change’ represent legacy development opportunities 

from the 2005 Local Plan: The Harbours and James Watt Dock/Garvel Island, Greenock. 
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Gourock town centre, its Pierhead area and the head of Gourock Bay remain a focus for 

urban renewal and new investment. 

The regeneration of Inverclyde’s waterfront represents a considerable achievement over the 

last 10 years but much still requires to be done, as reflected in the legacy elements and 

progress still underway but also in certain respects, stalled by the economic downturn.  

The next LDP for Inverclyde is being developed by Inverclyde Council, a Proposed Plan
27

 has 

been established, and this contains a number of Priority Projects which are contained in the 

current LDP, notably they are related to the River Clyde and include (Greenock Ocean 

Terminal (2) Inverkip Infrastructure and (3) Inchgreen in Greenock.  There are other Prioirty 

Place projects which are also in the current LDP and have a marine interface, including The 

Harbours in Greenock, James Watt Dock/Garvel Island and the former Inverkip Power 

Station. 

A Summary  

The Inverclyde Economic Development and Regeneration Strategy aims to create more 

and better jobs, and strengthen the business base, with a key sector focus. Two of the three 

key sectors (marine industries and tourism) have a strong connection with the marine 

environment; notably marine industries where Inverclyde has a historic and continuing 

strength, and the marine sector presents job and wealth creation opportunities, particularly in 

terms of meeting the supply chain needs of larger companies.  

Similarly, many of the tourism and leisure opportunities are based on water-based leisure 

opportunities, many related to Greenock Ocean Terminal and the marina’s and ports such as 

Inverkip. This is reiterated in the local tourism strategy. The local economic strategy has 

identified a number of key regeneration sites, all of which are based near or adjacent to the 

Clyde Marine Region and are therefore important sites in marine planning terms.  

There is no doubting the economic importance of the marine and coastal environment to 

Inverclyde, in terms of their focus on developing both the marine industry and tourism sectors. 

There is a reliance on the marine resources to grow these two sectors.  

The sectoral and land-use and terrestrial planning requirement of delivering these local 

strategies are of direct relevance and importance to the CRMP. 

 

                                                      

27
 Inverclyde Council, Proposed Local Development Plan, 2018 
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An Appraisal of North Ayrshire Economic Development Reports 

North Ayrshire Council has a range of documents related to economic development and 

marine planning, notably including, (1) Economic Development and Regeneration Strategy 

Refresh 2016 - 2025
28

 (2) Local Development Plan 2014
29

 (3) Proposed Local 

Development Plan
30

 (4) Local Outcomes Improvement Plan 2017 – 2025
31

 and (5) 

Tourism Action Plan 2018 – 2022
32

. 

The local economic strategy sets out how North Ayrshire remains a fragile economy however 

it continues to make economic progress. The local area still has a static population, 

employment remains above the recessionary low point and signs of recovery in wages and 

business formation and recruitment levels are continuing to improve.  

It highlights how North Ayrshire is ‘a beautiful place in which to live and work’, and partners 

recognise the economic importance attached to the beauty of the islands, extensive coastline, 

towns and villages. The area has a strong sense of local identity and heritage. The ambition 

of the local economic strategy is to create the ‘most improved economy in Scotland by 2026.’ 

There is a focus on the outdoors and the environment, and this is reiterated in the Core 

Paths Plan,
33

 Local Biodiversity Action Plan
34

 and the Local Development Plan. The link 

between the environment and the economy is strong across a range of the economic 

development related reports.  

The refreshed economic strategy, focuses on creating and safeguarding employment, getting 

young people into work, investing in the facilities required to create growth, attracting new 

companies, growing home firms and focusing on key sectors – including tourism, as set out in 

the new Tourism Action Plan. 

The LDP vision reflects the vision of the Local Outcomes Improvement Plan for ‘A Better 

Life’. The LDP has four strategic policies, these being (1) Stimulating Population Growth (2) 

Creating Employment (3) Encouraging Regeneration and (4) Growing Tourism.  Of direct 

relevance to the marine planning process are the ambitions within employment, regeneration 

and tourism.  
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In terms of employment the LDP recognises the importance of Hunterston and Ardeer, both of 

which having been highlighted as important employment areas at the national level. Both are 

situated near and on the coastline and are therefore important assets in marine planning 

terms.  The council continues to explore ways to maximise Hunterston’s economic potential, 

which is recognised in both the National Renewables Infrastructure Plan
35

 and the NPF3 

as a strategic development area. Irvine Enterprise Area is also of strategic importance and is 

a seaside town, where there is a strategic drive to encourage new businesses to this location, 

including fast track planning applications to facilitate business activity. 

In terms of regeneration, and in addition to the regeneration ambitions of Irvine and building 

on the Irvine Bay Urban Regeneration Company, the LDP seeks to support the development 

of Ardrossan Harbour, I3 Innovation and Industrial Parks and other related infrastructure 

enhancements. Each of these are important in both economic development and marine 

planning terms.  

A new LDP has been developed by North Ayrshire Council, the Proposed Plan was issued in 

April 2018 and will be adopted in 2019. There is a notable ‘Coast Objective’ in the Proposed 

LDP, where it is recognised that North Ayrshire coast is one of Ayrshire’s primary economic 

and environmental assets.  

North Ayrshire Council want the new LDP to support the development of marine activities and 

infrastructure, tourism and business. The Proposed Plan recognises coastal investment can 

improve the profile and desirability of Ayrshire by increasing the tourism volume and value, 

which in turn can tackle high unemployment rates, supporting inclusion and improving 

productivity, improving skills and capacity levels. 

Tourism is increasingly becoming an important economic sector for North Ayrshire, and much 

of this is associated with marine areas, including potential new golf and hotel facilities within 

Irvine Beach Park, expansion of Auchrannie in Arran and further development at Largs Yacht 

Haven. The emergence of a specific coastal objective is linked to the area’s new coastal 

tourism strategy, which is introduced below. 

The new tourism strategy, ‘Making Waves’, is very much about maximising the North Ayrshire 

coastline and the tourism strategy is essentially a marine and coastal tourism strategy, and is 

therefore a key policy for marine planning in this location.  The following aim has been 

established: 

‘The next five years will see North Ayrshire and the islands come together to deliver unique 

and memorable coastal and island experiences for the community and the visitor.’ 
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The coastal theme is strong and reiterates the important economic connections between the 

natural and cultural heritage through to modern maritime activities and events.  The action 

plan also indicates the importance of developing the key natural assets to attract visitors, 

generate new enterprise and build on links with the islands, Inverclyde and Argyll.   

It also highlights the importance of maximising the opportunities for the existing ports and 

harbours, as well as establishing new infrastructure, to grow sailing, tourism and commercial 

activities.  

The new action plan has a series of related action areas, including (1) Down by the sea – 

destination marketing (2) Ship to shore – infrastructure-based investments (3) Driving growth 

– business development activities and (4) The Perfect stage – event focused activities.  

The Local Outcomes Improvement Plan, like the LDP, has a vision of a ‘Better Life’. Its 

ambitions are more social and well-being focused, with the aim of ‘North Ayrshire CPP 

pledges to tackle the root causes of child poverty and mitigate its impact to create a better life 

for local people.’ An important component is a ‘healthier’ North Ayrshire, as well as a ‘working’ 

North Ayrshire.  The ‘working’ North Ayrshire, is directly linked to the refreshed Economic 

Strategy whereas the ‘healthier’ North Ayrshire has links to providing facilities and services for 

people to have a ‘safe, healthy and active life’. 

The Ayrshire Growth Deal, which is currently being developed, aims to develop key 

industries, such as aerospace and space, life science and manufacturing. It also has a 

tourism, and marine tourism component, as it seeks to enhance Ayrshire’s coast and 

capitalise on the opportunities that Ayrshire’s harbours and ports provide.  

A Summary  

The refreshed Economic Strategy for North Ayrshire has a notable focus on the outdoors. 

Although there is an obvious focus on attracting new businesses and creating employment 

and supporting population growth, the strategy places tourism and outdoor leisure as an 

important contributor to future economic prosperity.  

There are a variety of policies in the LDP which have a strong economic and marine planning 

focus, ranging from industrial and regeneration proposals to new tourism assets and 

activities, as reflected in the new and innovative marine facing Tourism Action Plan. 

Importantly, the new Proposed LDP has a firm commitment to the coast, with a specific 

Coastal Objective, which ties into the marine facing tourism strategy.  

The Proposed LDP recognises coastal investment can improve the profile and desirability of 

Ayrshire by increasing the tourism volume and value, which in turn can tackle high 

unemployment rates, supporting inclusion and improving productivity, improving skills and 

capacity levels. 
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The Local Outcomes Improvement Plan reiterates the importance of economic outcomes, 

notably jobs, but it aims to create the correct conditions for people to be healthier, and this 

links to the outdoors and ability for people to live an active and healthy life.  This is pertinent 

to the socio-economic aspects of the emerging CRMP, as there are important links between 

health and well-being and economic prosperity, where a healthy population and workforce is a 

productive population and workforce. 

The new Tourism Action Plan, or ‘Making Waves’, is essentially a marine and coastal 

tourism strategy and is both exciting, modern and different, and ties in with the 2020 Year of 

Coast and Waters. The strategy is multifaceted and focuses on getting more locals and 

visitors to visit the coast and the sea through a series of marketing activities, infrastructure 

enhancements, business development activities and new events.  

The ‘Making Waves’ tourism strategy, with its focus on marine and coastal tourism is a model 

that should be considered by the CRMP as a potential framework for a wider regional coastal 

tourism strategy linking and selling the Clyde Marine Region to the evermore discerning 

tourist. 

An Appraisal of Renfrewshire Economic Development Reports 

The key economic strategy is the Renfrewshire Strategic Economic Framework 2016 – 

2018
36

. 

The stated vision for Renfrewshire is for a ‘fairer, more inclusive place where all our people, 

communities and businesses thrive.’ The vision and the priorities in Renfrewshire are broad 

ranging and cover more than pure economic development and enterprise actions, the 

following priorities highlight the wide range of governance, social and infrastructure related 

actions covered by the Renfrewshire Strategic Economic Framework: 

 Creation of a Renfrewshire Economic Leadership Panel; 

 Accelerating development of the Glasgow Airport Investment Area; 

 Meeting housing needs and aspirations; 

 Regenerating and investing in Paisley Town Centre; 

 Developing and investing in our cultural and heritage assets; 

 Promotion of Renfrewshire; 

 Tackling disadvantage, targeting deprivation and supporting people; 
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 Skills escalation and development; 

 Strengthening transport infrastructure; and 

 Outward looking—Connecting with the Glasgow City Region. 

The local strategy makes several references to supporting the wider regional economic 

strategy which is consistent with the regional Clydeplan, Glasgow City Region Economic 

Strategy and Glasgow City Region City Deal, which flag up the importance of local 

strategies supporting the higher-level regional strategy.   

There is reference to the riverside, in terms of the housing led regeneration of Renfrew 

Riverside, which has also provided employment areas linked to the wider Clyde Regeneration 

Initiative.   

Much of the regeneration focus of the framework is around Paisley and the links to the City of 

Culture
37

 bid, and there is reference to marketing and promoting Renfrewshire as a place to 

visit – including links to Glasgow Airport which is located in Renfrewshire.  

The Renfrewshire Visitor Action Pan 2018 - 2021
38

 has a focus on the Paisley 2021 City of 

Culture bid, and is therefore ambitious in its nature.  Although the bid was unsuccessful it is 

known that there remains a drive to deliver as much of the tourism initiatives as planned.  The 

tourism strategy recognises the importance of the events and festivals and confirms 

Renfrewshire will continue to work with the Scottish Themed Years, including the 2020 ‘Year 

of Scotland’s Coast and Waters’. 

The Renfrewshire Local Development Plan
39

 is the local spatial strategy which is based on 

policies structured around (1) Economy (2) Centres (3) Infrastructure (4) Place and (5) 

Environment. All priorities have a relevance to marine planning, and notably in spatial terms 

the links to Clyde Waterfront Regeneration and the Green Network which runs alongside the 

River Clyde.  Renfrew Riverside and Erskine Riverside are the other Strategic Economic 

Investment Locations that are adjacent to the River Clyde, although other notably locations 

include Glasgow Airport and Paisley Town Centre.  

Clyde Waterfront, Renfrew Riverside and Erskine Riverside are the three defined employment 

locations near or adjacent to the River Clyde and therefore are important in marine planning 

terms.   
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These areas are seen as being the key areas to deliver the Renfrewshire Strategic 

Economic Framework, and tend to focus on commercial uses, including retail outlets, as 

well as residential developments.  In part they have tourism and leisure components as well 

as providing enhanced connectivity toward and along the river front.   

The LDP also sets a plan for water infrastructure and water environment enhancements that 

are linked to marine planning, such as the importance attached to working in partnership with 

other agencies and local authorities to contribute to the Clyde Area Management Plan
40

. 

A new LDP is in the process of being developed by the Renfrewshire Council, and a Main 

Issues Report has been issued for consultation, but a new Proposed Plan is not expected to 

be published until winter 2018 and therefore no reference to its content can be made as part 

of this review. 

A Summary  

The Renfrewshire Strategic Economic Framework is wide ranging in its objectives and 

priorities and does not have a significant reference to coastal assets and activities. The main 

reference points for the CMPP are in relation to the development and regeneration of the 

wider Clyde Waterfront Regeneration Initiative, Renfrew Riverside/Braehead and Erskine 

Riverside.  

These areas are also identified by the LDP as ‘Strategic Employment Investment Areas’, and 

have progressed as commercial and residential areas, which has enhanced the river front as 

a place to invest, work, live and visit as well as improve connectivity around the river side.  

There are no direct references to marine planning in the economic or development planning 

strategies, however there is reference to water management and the water environment, and 

the continued growth of the strategic employment zones near the River Clyde. 

The Renfrewshire Strategic Economic Framework is closely connected to the Glasgow 

City Region Economic Strategy and Action Plan and the Glasgow City Region City Deal. 

Not all of the sub-regional economic strategies make this connection, although it is known that 

in part this is due to the timing, and timeframes, of sub-regional and regional plans.  

The CRMP can play a role in helping to pull together the various sub-regional economic 

plans, and marine related economic plans, into a coherent regional economic plan for the 

marine area.  
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An Appraisal of South Ayrshire Economic Development Reports 

South Ayrshire Council has a number of economic development, community development, 

rural development and planning related documents. Key documents included the South 

Ayrshire Economic Development Strategy 2013 - 2023
41

, South Ayrshire Local 

Development Plan 2014
42

, Single Outcome Agreement for South Ayrshire
43

 and the 

Ayrshire and Arran Tourism Strategy 2012 - 2017
44

. 

The overarching vision for the local economic strategy is ‘South Ayrshire has an enterprising 

and sustainable economy where people are skilled, confident and successful in accessing 

employment.’ It also accepts that future economic development is not just about growth and 

employment.   

The strategy outlines the importance of addressing economic inequalities and ensuring the 

viability and sustainability of local communities.  So, in addition to traditional economic issues 

of business formation, inward investment and the availability of land for development, the 

strategy considers reinvigorating local town centres, neighbourhood renewal in the more 

deprived communities and improving access to jobs and services in rural communities. The 

economic strategy focuses on tackling: 

 Improving economic growth – growth has lagged Scottish performance, which also lags 

the UK; 

 Diversifying the economy – three sectors dominate (public sector, retail and tourism); 

 Tackling unemployment – higher than national average generally; 

 Improving skill base; and 

 Neighbourhood renewal.  

The strategy assesses the challenges and opportunities facing the South Ayrshire economy 

and sets out that for a desirable future outcome the local economy has to become:  

 a knowledge-based economy;  

 a place to live and visit; and  
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 a green economy. 

The strategy identifies local knowledge-based growth sectors as aerospace, renewable 

energy and tourism.  However, the strategy highlights that it is important to encourage the 

development of small businesses centred on high-value niche markets.  In this regard, 

activities connected with the ‘creative industries’, ‘food tourism’, ‘life sciences’ and ‘digital 

services’ are also identified as areas of opportunity. 

Growing the local economy also has a link for South Ayrshire to be known and recognised as 

an attractive area for people and businesses to locate and for tourists to visit. Increasing the 

number of tourists who visit the area is also part of the vision for the area.  This means finding 

new ways to encourage visitors to stay longer, offering new experiences and attracting new 

visitor groups. Similarly, an attractive and clean environment makes it more popular in terms 

of a place to live and visit. 

Making South Ayrshire a ‘green’ economy is central to the local ambition of being ‘a place to 

live and visit’.  This will be achieved not only through protecting the natural heritage of the 

local coastal and rural areas, but by developing ‘green’ economic activities, such as 

ecotourism and outdoor recreation.  There is also significant potential for building a new low 

carbon economic base around renewables and the supply of environmental technologies 

designed to minimise the impact of human activity on the environment and on climate change.   

The South Ayrshire LDP has as its vision ‘Growing our economy in an outstanding natural 

environment’ which is similar and related to the economic strategy which also has a very 

strong connection between economic growth and enhancing the environmental credential of 

the area.  

Importantly for marine planning the LDP has a specific policy for the South Ayrshire coast.  

The LDP states that it will support proposals that protect the foreshore from development. 

Development within the wider coastal area will have to be in line with the coastal strategy map 

and protect or improve the scenic and environmental quality of the area. The coastal strategy 

map defines the characteristics of the coastal areas in South Ayrshire.  

This is intended to serve as a planning policy framework for the coast, taking account of the 

sensitive environment while also making sure that there are appropriate opportunities for 

economic development, recreation and tourism. 

The coastal strategy map aims to improve the Central Scotland Green Network by: 

 creating opportunities to invest, live and work in South Ayrshire’s coastal areas;  

 making the most of the coast’s potential by recognising its natural environmental and 

cultural heritage as important economic assets; 
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 improving the connectivity of the coast; and 

 providing positive and effective measures to protect and improve existing landscape and 

cultural assets. 

Economic development is a key policy area of the LDP, and within economic development 

there are specific policies around tourism, where South Ayrshire Council will look favourably 

on proposals which will provide or improve tourist and leisure facilities and will support 

keeping and improving existing significant leisure, recreation and tourist facilities – notably 

those which are in line with the Coastal Strategy and the Tourism Strategy. 

South Ayrshire Council has embarked on work to prepare its replacement Local Development 

Plan with the approval of the commencement of its second Local Development Plan (LDP2). 

A Main Issues Report has been issued for consultation, but a new Proposed Plan has yet to 

be launched and therefore no reference to its content can be made as part of this review. 

The South Ayrshire Single Outcome Agreement (SOA) is less related to economic 

development and enterprise, and the current SOA vision is ‘to establish South Ayrshire as the 

most dynamic, inclusive and sustainable community in Scotland’. The following strategic 

outcomes have been agreed between partners (1) maximising our local economy (2) 

supporting our children and families (3) caring for our older people (4) strengthening our 

communities and (5) caring for our environment. There are obvious similarities with the 

economic strategy and the LDP around the growing the economy whilst also caring for the 

environment.  

The vision of the tourism strategy is ‘Ayrshire and Arran will be a premier destination of 

choice, where visitors will receive a fantastic welcome and enjoy outstanding experiences of 

our coastline, countryside, culture and hospitality.’ There is a clear emphasis to the coastline, 

which is consistent with the LDP, and of direct relevance to marine planning in the region. 

The objectives in this strategy are to grow the volume and value of the sector to meet the 

national targets, as well as to ‘Enhance and conserve the region’s natural, heritage and 

cultural assets.’ This also ties in with the vision and the LDP around the importance of the 

local environment in supporting tourism growth. 

Within the strategy there are references to key target markets and activities, and in relation to 

marine uses this includes the importance of developing associated marine leisure activities, 

such as wind-surfing and marine wildlife watching.  
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A Summary  

The South Ayrshire Economic Development Strategy does have a focus on employment 

and enterprise but this is only one of three key economic priorities. The strategy also seeks to 

enhance the image and attractiveness of South Ayrshire, and this is linked to marine and 

land-based planning policies and actions.   

The South Ayrshire Economic Development Strategy recognises the importance of a 

healthy environment in attracting investment, new residents and visitors, as well as retaining 

existing residents and encouraging repeat visits.  

Perhaps more importantly the South Ayrshire Economic Development Strategy 

recognises the value of the ‘green economy’.  Through ‘greening’ the local economy, the local 

partners also aspire to increase the employment opportunities in the more rural parts of South 

Ayrshire.  This will help to sustain the communities living in these areas and ensure that the 

young people can remain. 

The LDP makes a strong connection between economic success and the rich natural 

environment. The coast is recognised as a vital component of the local economy and the LDP 

contains a Coastal Strategy Map, and it also promotes appropriate tourism development in 

coastal locations.  

The economic development aspect of the SOA focuses on creating a more entrepreneurial 

culture, encouraging local business start-ups. It also states the role of regenerating town 

centres as a key plank to reinvigorating the local economy as well as looking to diversify the 

economic base into new sectors which are not so dependent on retail or public sector jobs.  

The SOA understands the importance of sustainable economic growth and the role the 

environment plays in facilitating growth in key sectors, such as tourism. 

The Ayrshire Growth Deal includes tourism projects that will make a major contribution to 

the delivery of national tourism strategies such as the Marine Tourism Strategy for 

Scotland. 

The review of South Ayrshire plans, policies and strategies confirms that the local authority 

and partners place a significant value on the environment, and the important role an attractive 

environment plays in encouraging people to invest, work, visit and live.  
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An Appraisal of South Lanarkshire Economic Development Reports 

‘An Economic Strategy for South Lanarkshire 2013 – 2023’
45

, which is branded ‘Promote’, 

is South Lanarkshire Council’s economic strategy covering the period to 2023.  The local 

economic strategy’s overarching vision is ‘for South Lanarkshire to have one of the strongest 

and most dynamic economies in Scotland, where businesses, communities and residents 

achieve their full potential and prosper.’  

The strategy states the local economy has faced considerable challenges during and since 

the economic recession of 2008 - 2011, and outlines how the recession hit South Lanarkshire 

harder than Scotland as a whole.  The strategy recognises that although there have been 

signs of recovery, significant issues remain to be tackled in relation to the local business 

base, economic development infrastructure and skills of local people.  

The regional economic strategy ‘Promote’ has three ‘development themes’, these being (i) 

business development and growth, (ii) physical infrastructure and place and (iii) skills, 

learning and employability.   

Within ‘business development and place’ one of the key priorities is to ‘promote opportunities 

around the transition to a low carbon economy’.  The public sector partners tasked with 

delivering the strategy state they will ‘examine ways to help businesses to adapt and grow 

through resource efficiency, new carbon products and service and stimulate the private sector 

supply chain.’ In terms of outcomes, this priority will be measured through ‘reduced 

greenhouse gas emissions of the South Lanarkshire area.’ 

The ‘physical infrastructure and place’ theme seeks to enhance the economic infrastructure of 

the area, whilst ‘protecting, developing and promoting South Lanarkshire’s environment, 

unique landscape, cultural and built heritage and green network.’ There is a clear ambition to 

balance the ambition of creating jobs, wealth and prosperity whilst maintaining and promoting 

the environment.  

Furthermore, there is a priority action to ‘encourage take up of tertiary education in low carbon 

related courses from the current share of around 20% and focus on stimulating growth in 

recruitment in key sectors such as energy’.   
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Tourism is also seen as a growth sector, which is promoted by the regional tourism strategy. 

Developed in 2016, the local tourism strategy Tourism Lanarkshire 2020 
46

, has a vision of 

‘By 2020 Lanarkshire will be a destination offering distinct authentic experiences, excellent 

quality, value for money and accessible for all’, with a mission ‘To grow tourism expenditure in 

Lanarkshire by 2.5% per year from 2016 to 2020’. This mission mirrors the ambitions set out 

in the national tourism strategy, Tourism 2020. 

The local tourism strategy sets out a number of key markets and areas of opportunity, 

including, leisure tourism, business tourism, film tourism, food tourism and events and 

festivals. The strategy also highlights the important role of improving transport links, 

accommodation provision, targeting key markets and importantly continuing to work together 

as a partnership to grow the sector to reach the stated 2020 targets.   

The South Lanarkshire Local Development Plan (LDP)
47

 sets out the policies to guide 

development in South Lanarkshire from 2015 to 2020.   Approved in 2015, the LDP aims ‘to 

promote the continued growth and regeneration of South Lanarkshire by seeking sustainable 

economic and social development within a low carbon economy whilst protecting and 

enhancing the environment.’   

The Local Development is grounded on four distinctive themes: 

 Economy and Regeneration; 

 People and Places; 

 Environment; and 

 Infrastructure. 

South Lanarkshire Council seeks to support sustainable economic growth and regeneration 

by encouraging the development of investment and business in South Lanarkshire. Creating 

employment opportunities for local people though new investment is a key focus of the Local 

Development Plan.  In keeping with other LDPs in the area, South Lanarkshire, as part of the 

Water Framework Directive, is identified as a responsible authority for river basin 

management planning. Beyond this policy there is little reference to any other water based or 

marine planning aspects of the LDP.  
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South Lanarkshire Council is preparing a new Local Development Plan for South Lanarkshire. 

South Lanarkshire Local Development Plan 2 (LDP2) will replace the current LDP which was 

adopted in 2015. 

Consultation on the Main Issues Report took place in 2016. The comments received were 

taken into account in the preparation of the LDP2 Proposed Plan
48

, which was approved by 

the Planning Committee on 29 May 2018 and published in July 2018 

The LDP2 has a similar structure to the current LDP, however, there is more detail and 

emphasis on the linkages to the Glasgow City Region Deal, notably in the ‘Economy’ section, 

and how the City Deal can make a significant contribution to encourage investment in, and 

ensure the future development of Strategic Employment Investment Locations and other 

major employment sites, importantly including Clyde Gateway. This new focus on the City 

Deal is consistent with other new and emerging LDPs which recognise the considerable 

opportunities afforded by this new funding mechanism supported by both the UK and Scottish 

parliaments.   

A Summary  

An Economic Strategy for South Lanarkshire makes a strong case for protecting and 

enhancing the environment in order to unlock local economic growth and this concept is 

consistent with other local authorities in the Clyde Valley.  

The LDP’s Spatial Strategy also encourages sustainable economic growth and regeneration, 

protect and enhance the built and natural environment and move towards a low carbon 

economy.  There is consistency between the LDP and the Economic Strategy for South 

Lanarkshire to the importance of the natural environment in safeguarding future economic 

growth.  The local economic strategy has strong green credentials although these are more 

land based and low carbon in nature and less akin to marine planning.  

Although South Lanarkshire does not have a significant role in marine planning terms, the 

principle of balancing the economy and the environment are pronounced in the local 

economic strategy. South Lanarkshire has embraced the opportunity afforded by renewable 

energy, this has supported local economic growth and empowered communities and this 

model of developing a key sector whilst protecting the environment can be replicated in 

marine planning terms, notably around supporting the renewable energy sector and its 

infrastructure.   
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An Appraisal of West Dunbartonshire Economic Development Reports 

The Local Authority has developed a West Dunbartonshire Economic Development 

Strategy 2015 – 2020
49

, with the vision 'to develop West Dunbartonshire as a place where 

people choose to live, work, visit and invest. We will work in partnership to develop the skills 

of our people and encourage and support sustainable economic growth in the local economy 

in order that West Dunbartonshire Council can maximise the full potential of its communities 

and location.' 

The West Dunbartonshire Economic Development Strategy 2015-20 provides a vision 

and action plan to grow and support the local economy. The key strategic drivers behind this 

strategy are: 

 Stimulating economic growth and strengthening the business base; 

 Improving the skills of our people and supporting them into work;  

 Creating a place where people choose to live work and invest; and 

 Building stronger partnerships and new approaches to delivery. 

As well as encouraging business start-ups, indigenous growth and attracting inward 

investment to stimulate growth, the ‘economic growth’ strategic driver also has an emphasis 

on ‘supporting the transition to a low carbon economy’.   

West Dunbartonshire aims to maximise the opportunities available to secure investment and 

jobs from the growing low carbon economy and to ensure that the benefits of this are shared 

across the local economy and amongst the local community. The strategic priorities in this 

area are to: 

 Create the necessary conditions and support for a local, circular, low carbon economy; 

 Support businesses to exploit low carbon business opportunities and to adapt to a 

changing climate; 

 Encourage wider investment in and opportunities for low carbon and renewable heat 

technologies (e.g. District Heating system at Queens Quay); and 

 Invest in further improving the quality of housing stock, including initiatives to improve 

energy efficiency and to tackle fuel poverty. 
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The local economic strategy does not have a key sector focus it aims to support across all 

sectors and the specific reference to a low carbon economy is of relevance to both land-use 

and marine planning.  

In terms of the ‘place’ strategic driver, the strategy seeks to create an ‘inclusive and 

prosperous place where people choose to live, work and invest’. A key feature of this priority 

is to take forward a number of key regeneration sites, a number of these are of direct 

relevance to marine planning, including: 

 Clydebank town centre and waterfront; 

 Dumbarton town centre and waterfront;  

 Exxon, Bowling;  

 Lomondgate and the Vale of Leven Industrial Estate; and 

 Bowling Basin and Harbour. 

The priorities for these sites have been set out within the West Dunbartonshire Council’s 

Infrastructure Investment Plan
50

. Over the course of the next five years West 

Dunbartonshire Council will take forward further developments to transform key sites and in 

particular the following marine related projects:  

 The implementation of £15.62m of investment from the Council in infrastructure and site 

assembly works for the 98 acre Queens Quay site in Clydebank in partnership with the 

site owner which will deliver 1,000 new homes and £250m of private sector investment; 

 Further investment in flood prevention works; 

 The implementation of the Exxon City Deal project, subject to site investigations and 

successful site purchase which will invest £27.89m in the redevelopment of the 81 acre 

site and will provide a much needed section of alternative route for the A82 at Milton; and 

 Assisting Scottish Canals to complete the regeneration of Bowling Basin and Harbour 

The strategy has a focus on ‘maximising West Dunbartonshire’s competitiveness as an 

attractive investment location’, and this includes a commitment to maximising opportunities 

from the location within the wider Glasgow conurbation, Clyde Waterfront area and Loch 

Lomond and Trossachs National Park and the proximity to Glasgow airport, Faslane Naval 

Base and the Highlands and Islands.  
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It reiterates the importance that resources are allocated to develop the Exxon City Deal 

project and the deep-water potential of the site, this is a key project in the wider Glasgow City 

Region City Deal. 

The current West Dunbartonshire Local Development Plan
51

 was adopted in 2010, with a 

vision to ‘ensure a sustainable approach to development throughout West Dunbartonshire 

through a land use framework that brings about positive social and economic development for 

the benefit of all, whilst maintaining and enhancing environmental quality’.  

Promoting economic and environmental regeneration is a key feature of many of West 

Dunbartonshire Council strategies, including the ‘Plan for Place 2017 – 2027’ Improvement 

Plan
52

. In terms of land use planning, the creation of a competitive place and the 

development of strategic locations are issues that can also be influenced by the LDP. The 

conservation of environmental resources is again a national and strategic priority and is a 

feature that the Plan can influence, and this should similarly form the basis of an aim of the 

LDP. 

The LDP has a key focus on regeneration, including the first policy ‘to promote the re-use of 

land and buildings in the urban area that become vacant, derelict or underused in order to 

stimulate the process of urban renewal and thereby enhance the Plan area as a place to live, 

work and visit’.  

Other policies support this objective, and the ‘Regeneration Policies’ are reflected in the ‘Key 

Policies Map’ which confirms the importance of marine planning around key sites in 

Clydebank, Dumbarton, Bowling and the Vale of Leven. The LDP has less emphasis on 

specific economic development actions and has a spatial focus, but importantly for marine 

planning it identifies key employment and regeneration locations, many of which are on the 

coast.  

A new LDP is in the process of being developed by the West Dunbartonshire Council, and a 

Main Issues Report has been issued for consultation, but a new Proposed Plan has yet to be 

published and therefore no reference to its content can be made as part of this review. 
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A Summary  

The West Dunbartonshire Economic Development Strategy seeks to develop West 

Dunbartonshire as an attractive place and to do so has identified a range of key regeneration 

sites, many of which are located near or on the River Clyde coast.   

In addition to identifying sites, the strategy presents further detail on each project, how it will 

be delivered and estimated costs.  It highlights the important City Region approach to 

delivering key sites, which includes the Clyde Waterfront Regeneration Initiative and the 

Exxon Site. West Dunbartonshire has an ambitious land and coastal location strategy for 

future growth which should be considered during development of the CRMP. 

The LDP reiterates the importance of regenerating key sites and buildings, many of which are 

located in close proximity to the River Clyde. 

An Appraisal of Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park Economic 

Development Reports 

The Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park Authority, as the Planning Authority for 

the National Park, provided their current Tourism Strategy
53

 as the key reference document 

for this review.  The Tourism Strategy outlines that tourism is the largest industry in the Park 

and, as such, it is vital that landowners, land managers and public agencies understand the 

opportunities and challenges that exist for tourism businesses.  It was on this basis that the 

Tourism Strategy was established for the National Park.  The following vision was set out: 

‘To deliver a high quality, authentic experience for visitors with many opportunities to 

appreciate and enjoy the natural and cultural heritage within an internationally renowned 

landscape that compares to the best on offer around the world.’ 

The importance of the tourism economy is further reiterated in the Loch Lomond and the 

Trossachs Local Development Plan
54

, which has the following vision: 

 Visitor Experience: A high quality, authentic experience for visitors, with many 

opportunities to appreciate and enjoy the natural and cultural heritage within an 

internationally renowned landscape that compares to the best on offer around the world. 

There is also a vision around conservation and rural development, including the following: 

 Conservation: An internationally renowned landscape where the natural beauty, ecology 

and the cultural heritage are positively managed and enhanced for future generations. 
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 Rural Development: In the National Park businesses and communities thrive and people 

live and work sustainably in a high-quality environment. 

A Summary  

National Parks are globally recognised tourism assets, the National Park status has given 

Loch Lomond and The Trossachs National Park the opportunity to add to Scotland’s tourism 

offer, notably in around the various lochs, rivers and coastline that are associated with Loch 

Lomond and the Trossachs.  This important marine and coastal link is an important 

consideration for CMPP in order to ensure tourism continues to provide the major source of 

income and employment to the National Park and is vital for the economy of the National Park 

and of Scotland – in terms of supporting the National Tourism Strategy for Scotland.   
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5. Review of Sectoral Reports and Research  

Introduction  

This section presents an overview of sectoral reports, research and policies and builds on the 

key sector aspects from the area focused reviews. This sector review does not have a spatial 

component as in most cases the key sector findings cross-cut the regions that make up the 

CRMP. 

An Appraisal of Key Sector Reports and Research  

There is a wide range of documents relating to sectoral strategies and research and it has 

therefore been necessary for this report to create a short-list of the key documents relating 

specifically to socio-economic issues. Rather than appraising the wide and varied section of 

reports, research papers and commissioned studies, this section has focused on the 

following: 

 Sport, Recreation and Tourism (Marine Tourism Strategy for Scotland and Scottish 

Marine Recreation and Tourism Study) 

 Shipping and Transport (Scottish Marine Strategy, which is currently in draft format) 

 Aquaculture (Aquaculture Growth to 2030) 

 Fisheries (Scottish Inshore Fisheries Strategy, West Coast Regional Inshore Fisheries 

Group Action Plan and the UK Fisheries White Paper)  

 Energy (The Scottish Energy Strategy) 

Sport, Recreation and Tourism  

In response to Tourism Scotland 2020, and under the theme of Nature & Activities, the marine 

tourism sector’s main industry, marketing and user groups, together with public bodies, have 

come together to look at the opportunities to drive growth in marine tourism, in particular 

sailing and boat tourism.  This is presented in Scottish Marine Tourism Strategy and 

Action Plan.
55

 

The final strategy titled ‘Awakening the Giant’ was launched by Minister for Energy, 

Business & Tourism, Fergus Ewing MSP at Scottish Tourism Week 2015. The five year 

strategy and supporting action plan outlines the following intention: ‘By 2020 we want 

Scotland to be a marine tourism destination of first choice for high quality, value for money 

and memorable customer experience delivered by skilled and passionate people’.  
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It seeks to bring more visitors to the coastlines and canals of Scotland and aims to boost 

Scotland‘s reputation as a world class marine tourism destination by focussing on three key 

themes ‘Providing Authentic Experiences’, ‘Improving the Customer Journey’ and ‘Building 

our Capabilities’. The strategy sets a target to grow the total value of the sector by 25%, from 

£360 million to £450 million, by 2020. 

Whilst sailing sits at the core of the strategy and is the focus of initial activities, the strategy 

also invites other marine tourism stakeholders – from scuba diving and water skiing to sea 

angling and wildlife watching – to get involved and realise the full potential of the sector.  

‘Awakening the Giant’ was developed in consultation with a wide range of industry groups 

including British Marine Federation Scotland, Sail Scotland, Scottish Canals, The Crown 

Estate, Highlands and Islands Enterprise, and Royal Yachting Association Scotland and 

shaped by input from a public consultation. The announcement of this plan shows the 

practical steps needed to make the ‘Awakening the Giant’ vision a reality. This is in-line with 

the national tourism strategy – Tourism Scotland 2020. The scale of the opportunity is 

notable, and the CMPP should consider opportunities to support its ongoing ambition and 

action plan within the CRMP. 

The Scottish Marine Recreation and Tourism Survey
56

 was commissioned by the Scottish 

Government with the aim of filling the data gaps identified by the National Marine Plan. 

Almost 2500 individual responses were collected. When asked about the factors influencing 

their decision about where to go, respondents said the most important factors included the 

suitability of the location for their activities, the presence of attractive scenery and the 

possibility of seeing wildlife.  

Cultural heritage and facilities, such as pubs and restaurants were factors of secondary 

importance; availability of suitable accommodation was of relatively low significance. The 

survey results suggest that people value a range of ‘ecosystem services’ provided by the 

marine and coastal environment, a finding which may be worth addressing in further research. 

A total of 279 businesses responded to the business survey. The largest proportion of 

respondent businesses provide organised or led excursions on the coast or at sea, followed 

by instruction / training and the hire or charter of boats. 60% operate all year round, with the 

remaining 40% most active between April and October. The survey suggests that the sector is 

optimistic with most anticipating growth in turnover over the next five years.  
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Taking all 23 activities covered by the survey, the analysis suggests that annual expenditure 

on marine recreation and tourism activities is estimated to amount to £3.7 billion to the 

Scottish economy. Around £2.4 billion of this is associated with general recreation and 

tourism, with around £1.3 billion associated with more specialist activities including wildlife 

watching, sailing, kayaking, surfing and angling. 

The Economic Impact of Recreational Sea Angling in Scotland
57

 found that the economic 

value of sea angling to Scotland shows that sea angling supports 3,148 Full Time Job 

Equivalents (FTEs) and £69.67m annually of Scottish household income in the form of wages, 

self-employment income, rents and profits. If sea angling ceased, it was estimated that there 

would be a net loss of at least 1,675 FTEs and annual income loss of £37m.  

By region, the most valuable in terms of jobs supported were Dumfries and Galloway (534 

FTEs), Argyll and Lochaber (524 FTEs), Glasgow and West (523 FTEs). The values are 

greater around Glasgow and West and Argyll and Lochaber than the North East (343 FTEs) 

and Edinburgh, Fife and South East (504 FTEs), suggesting that recreational sea-angling, 

and tourism as a whole, is an important economic asset and activity around the CRMP area. 

The Clyde Marine Region has three Nature Conservation Marine Protected Areas, these 

being South Arran, Upper Loch Fyne to Loch Goil and Clyde Sea Sill. When the sites were 

designated, it was anticipated that a positive effect on inshore marine habitat would see the 

expansion of recreational activities such as diving, sea-angling and other tourism. In 

Planning Scotland’s Seas Seas - The Scottish Marine Protected Area Project – 

Developing the Evidence Base for Impact Assessments and the Sustainability 

Appraisal
58

, there is an estimated economic assessment of the values associated with 

marine conservation across all Scottish waters, where it was estimated that ‘The non-use 

value of Scottish households, with allowance for the scale of Scottish marine waters and a 

possible time-lag in the benefits from designation, are estimated at between £239 million and 

£583 million, at 2012 prices discounted over 20 years, from 2014’. The Value of Potential 

Marine Protected Areas in the UK to Divers and Sea Anglers
59

 is another report which 

goes into further detailed valuation of cultural ecosystem services for these specific user 

groups. This report is based on willingness-to-pay
60

 measures and estimates the potential 

value of the three Clyde Marine Protected Areas, noted above, to divers and sea anglers at 

between £23.1 million and £48.5 million. 
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Shipping and Transport 

The shipping sector includes, but is not limited to, manufacturers, agriculture and aquaculture, 

shipping lines, freight forwarders, rail and ferry operators, road hauliers, port operators and 

firms engaged in management, repair and building of ships. 

Scotland’s international and short sea trade is essential to the economy and wellbeing of the 

nation and future livelihood of its population. Scottish manufacturers and producers need to 

export their products; adding value and generating income for the economy.  

Ferries are an essential part of Scotland’s transport network and is important for providing 

connectivity for public users and other sectors around the Clyde Marine Region. 

A draft Scottish Maritime Strategy
61

 was published in June 2018, it was led by the Scottish 

Government and developed in close collaboration with the industry. As the maritime sector is 

wide-ranging and encompasses many industries and businesses, the draft strategy is aimed 

at summarising some of the key areas of shared relevance. It is not an exhaustive document 

and is not meant to impede other specific Scottish Government strategies such as the 

National Marine Plan, Local Development Pans, Local Marine Plans, or sectoral strategies 

relating to area such as energy, tourism, fishing and food and drink and ports and 

infrastructure. 

The draft Scottish Maritime Strategy is intended as a concise summary of some of the 

many wide-ranging aspects of the maritime sector, which impacts both local communities 

across Scotland and throughout the global maritime economy.  

The Strategy highlights a number of opportunities and challenges facing the sector and gives 

examples of how the Scottish Government aims to interact closely with the industry to 

promote and enhance the possibilities available. The key areas covered by the draft strategy 

include: 

 Economic Growth: where there is an aim for Scotland to remain a competitive and 

attractive destination for maritime businesses. The Scottish Government to utilise every 

opportunity to publicise the Scottish maritime sector and to promote the maritime 

capability in Scotland to a wider audience and stimulate plans for its future growth. 

 Offshore Energy: the strategy recognises the considerable economic importance of 

offshore energy, which covers oil and gas, decommissioning and renewables. The 

Scottish Government highlights the importance of working with the offshore maritime 

industry to promote and facilitate their growth, by ensuring that their voices are heard 
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when dealing with the various regulators and government departments responsible for 

offshore oil and gas, as well as offshore renewables. 

 Careers – Education, Training and R&D: the highly skilled workforce in Scotland is the 

maritime sector's greatest asset and Scottish Ministers will work to improve and promote 

the career opportunities available. The Scottish Government is committed to supporting 

the industry in exploring new ways to re-skill the workforce, as it adapts to changing 

priorities and technologies. This will include identifying new ways to support seafarers to 

allow them to progress their career at sea. The Clyde Marine Region is well-placed to 

gain a name for a region active in R&D/training in marine related industries and activities 

in particular relating to sustainable development, taking environmental concerns into 

account. 

 Ship Management: has a vital part to play both in the lifecycle of a maritime asset and in 

the development and guidance of the maritime industry. The draft strategy recognises 

that the speed of transformation within the industry requires immediate action: failure to 

embrace the challenges and keep ahead of the developments will have a detrimental 

effect on business capabilities and opportunities to thrive. 

 Ferries: Scotland has the most comprehensive network of ferry services in North West 

Europe. Routes vary hugely, from arterial freight-focussed sailings linking Scotland to 

Northern Ireland to lifeline passenger services that sustain island communities. The 

strategy seeks to the support the ferry sector in the various ways appropriate to each 

route, from providing road and rail connections to foster traffic growth, and supporting 

continued innovation, to direct financial support for vital lifeline services. 

 Shipbuilding and Technology: Scotland has world-renowned shipbuilding expertise, as 

evidenced by BAE Systems on the Clyde. The Clyde based company played a key role in 

the construction of the Queen Elizabeth Class aircraft carriers.  Further to this, BAE 

Systems will be manufacturing the eight Type 26 frigates at their Govan and Scotstoun 

shipyards on the Clyde over the next 20 years. The Scottish Government is committed to 

ensuring these contracts continue to benefit businesses and communities along the River 

Clyde. 

 Governance and Regulation: The Scotland Act (1998) aimed to establish a formal role for 

the Scottish Government and Scottish Parliament in relation to Maritime and Coastguard 

Agency and Northern Lighthouse Board activities in Scotland. This Act, which established 

the Scottish Parliament, set the political and policy position in which marine planning is 

formed. 

 Ports: Scotland benefits from a diverse and successful ports sector that contributes 

significantly to the national, regional and local economies in which they operate. There 
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are over 200 ports in Scotland, comprising of privately owned, local authority and trust 

ports. Scottish Ministers continue to support a market-driven approach to ports policy and 

recognise the contributions of port operators to the economy of Scotland. 

 Shipping Scotland has 11 ports which each handle over one million tonnes of cargo 

annually, with Clyde ports (including Glensanda) handling more than 14.2 million tonnes 

in 2016
62

. Owned by Peel Ports, Greenock Ocean Terminal - recognised across the world 

for its role in exporting goods including Scotch whisky and Scottish food stuffs – has 

projected that it will handle 200,000 TEU (twenty-foot equivalent units) containers a year 

by 2021, representing a 100% increase on today’s 100,000 units. The Scottish 

Government is committed to work with the shipping industry in a spirit of pragmatism and 

openness to explore developing new apprenticeship standards for deck and engine 

officers for tugs in Scotland and other training initiatives. 

 Cruise and Marine Tourism: The cruise market is an expanding global market, and 

Scotland is the market leader in the UK for inbound cruise tourism. A record number of 

cruise ship passengers are expected to have arrived in Greenock during 2018. More than 

120,000 people are expected at the Ocean Terminal between now and November in what 

will be the busiest year to date. The number of ships is forecast to be 63 in 2018, 

increasing to 88 in 2019, and Greenock will welcome larger vessels than before. Scottish 

Government see huge potential in the development of the marine and coastal tourism 

sector and share the enthusiasm of the industry in what can be achieved. 

The economic importance of the maritime and shipping sector to Scotland is significant.  A 

current report by Maritime UK estimates that the Maritime Sector directly supported just under 

£9.3 billion in turnover, £3.6 billion in GVA and 39,300 jobs in Scotland in 2015
63

. 

Around 95% of UK goods are moved by sea and maritime businesses have a huge 

opportunity to secure global business. The maritime sector is a significant and sustainable 

industry, and this is also the case for ports and sites in the Firth of Clyde which handled over 

14 million tonnes of cargo in 2016
64

, and is home to Scotland’s largest cruise terminal.  

In the Clyde Marine Region, essential trade is supported through Greenock Ocean Terminal 

and a number of other key ports. Greenock Ocean Terminal is a major gateway for container 

trade in Scotland. Finnart (Oil) Terminal enables import of feedstock to support refining 

operations at Grangemouth and export of value-added petroleum products. The infrastructure 

provided at all of the ports and terminals in the Clyde Marine Region enables shipping 
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connectivity; linking land and marine sectors of the transport chain and underpinning the sale 

of goods.  

The ports and terminals support essential passenger transport links to remote communities.  

Tourism is supported with passenger (Cruise) facilities delivering customers supporting local 

business and culture.  All of the above activity underpins employment opportunity, in both the 

public and private Sector. 

The maritime facilities on the Clyde are important economic contributors in their own right, but 

importantly support the growth aspirations and opportunities of key sectors, including tourism, 

fishing and energy. The draft Scottish Maritime Strategy confirms that the Scottish 

Government stands ready to continue working with industry trade associations, companies 

and individuals to enable Scotland to fulfil its maritime potential. 

Aquaculture  

Aquaculture in Scotland is diverse, from the farming of salmon and other finfish species, to 

the production of mussels and oysters and the harvesting of seaweed. Salmon is the 

country’s top food export and has future potential for further growth. 

In order to build on success to date, a group of leading businesses and organisations in 

Scotland’s aquaculture industry have come together for the first time to create an ambitious 

new growth strategy for the sector – Aquaculture Growth to 2030
65

. 

The Aquaculture 2030 Strategy identifies key actions required to double the economic 

contribution of the industry from £1.8 billion in 2016, to £3.6 billion by 2030. It is estimated this 

will generate over 9,000 new jobs in the sector and establish Scotland as a global leader in 

the industry.  

Within the Clyde Marine Region, all the sea lochs (Loch Fyne, Loch Long, Loch Goil and Loch 

Striven) are classified as Category Three by the Scottish Locational Guidelines for 

Aquaculture which indicates ‘there is potential environmental capacity for expansion of the 

industry’. Companies involved in the industry have expressed their interest in increasing the 

size and number of farms in the Clyde Marine Region. 

The Clyde Marine Region can play a role in all features of the sector and its supply chain, 

notably the links to central belt as a key market for aquaculture products, as well as transport 

links to elsewhere in the UK and beyond. 
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Fisheries  

The Scottish Inshore Fisheries Strategy
66

 highlights how fishing communities are an 

important and integral part of Scottish rural life. The strategy outlines how fishing makes a 

valuable contribution to Scotland’s economy. The strategy sets out why fisheries continue to 

be at the heart of the Scottish Government’s aims to ‘create more, better paid jobs in a strong 

sustainable economy, build a fairer Scotland through tackling inequalities and empower 

people and communities.’ 

The vision is ‘to support the development of a more sustainable, profitable and well-managed 

inshore fisheries sector in Scotland.’ The Scottish Government aim to do this by modernising 

the management of inshore fisheries in Scotland – for example, through establishment of the 

West Coast Regional Inshore Fisheries Group, and reaping long-term sustainable rewards for 

the inshore sector, the marine environment and coastal communities. 

The strategy highlights how there have been many developments, since the previous strategy 

(2012), in fisheries management and its role in management of the wider marine environment 

has been redefined through the National Marine Plan. It states how Marine Scotland wants 

management decisions to be based on sound evidence with input from fishermen and other 

stakeholders. 

The three key elements of the previous strategy (1) improving science and data required for 

more effective management (2) improving engagement with fishermen and (3) supporting the 

Inshore Fisheries Group network - remain central to the Scottish Government’s strategic 

approach but it also sets out why there now needs to be a greater focus on integration with 

the marine planning system.  

The Scottish Inshore Fisheries Strategy focuses on: 

 improving the evidence base on which fisheries management decisions are made; 

 streamlining fisheries governance, and promoting stakeholder participation; and 

 embedding inshore fisheries management into wider marine planning. 

Regional Inshore Fisheries Groups (RIFGs) aim to improve the management of inshore 

fisheries in the 0-6 nautical mile zone of Scottish waters, and to give commercial inshore 

fishermen a strong voice in wider marine management developments. The West Coast 

Regional Inshore Fisheries Group has devised a Fisheries Management Plan for the West 

Coast
67

.  
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Primarily, the Fisheries Management Plan aims to deliver the sustainable use of natural 

resources recognising national and international obligations, and safeguarding fish stocks 

while optimising the economic return for inshore fisheries and dependent communities. To 

achieve this there are overarching strategic objectives which are consistent with earlier plans 

as these generally remain current.  The overarching aims are threefold, covering: 

 Biological - to conserve, enhance and restore commercial stocks in inshore waters and 

the supporting ecosystem. 

 Economical - to optimise long term and sustained economic return to local coastal 

communities that are dependent on inshore fisheries, and to promote quality initiatives. 

 Environmental - to maintain and restore the quality of the inshore marine environment. 

A Fisheries White Paper
68

 was issued for consultation by DEFRA in July 2018. The White 

Paper sought views on the UK’s future approach to fisheries management, notably in light of 

leaving the EU and moving away from the Common Fisheries Policy and the UK becoming an 

independent coastal state under international law.  

As an independent coastal state, the UK Government will decide who can access UK waters 

after 2020 and on what terms, the first time in over 40 years. Any decisions about giving 

access to UK waters for vessels from the EU, or any other coastal states including Norway, 

will then be a matter for negotiation. The White Paper highlights how the UK has long been 

committed to sustainable fisheries, and shall continue to work closely with neighbouring 

countries to ensure the sustainable management of shared stocks. 

The White Paper notes that access to markets for fisheries products will be agreed as part of 

our future economic partnership, just as with other goods and food products. This is separate 

to the question of fishing opportunities and access to waters, which will be addressed 

separately, founded on the UK’s legal status as an independent coastal state. 

As the UK negotiates with the EU and coastal states for a fairer share of the fishing 

opportunities, DEFRA is also consider how those additional opportunities are allocated across 

the UK and within England and the Devolved Administrations in future. DEFRA is working 

with the Devolved Administrations to develop a new UK framework for fisheries management, 

which is likely to include both legislative and non-legislative elements. 

A range of other fisheries related documents exist which go into further detail of fisheries 

management options and are beyond the scope of this report, including the Management Of 
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The Scottish Inshore Fisheries
69

, Economic Impact of a Proposed Fisheries Regulating 

Order for the Clyde
70

, Correcting the Misallocation of Nephrops Stocks in Scottish 

Water
71

, An Analysis of Nephrops In Scotland
72

 and the Communities Inshore Fisheries 

Alliance’s Fisheries Management Objectives
73

. 

Ultimately, the regional fisheries strategies and plans reviewed continue to support the 

economic importance of fisheries to the Clyde Marine Region economy, notably links to the 

food and drink sector.  However, the review also highlights the importance of recovering and 

protecting the marine resource, in order to improve the fisheries stock profile.  

The Clyde Marine Region has three Nature Conservation Marine Protected Areas. A socio-

economic review was undertaken in 2016
74

 to assess the early positive and negative socio-

economic impacts of these areas, including impacts on the commercial fisheries sector. A 

further review will be undertaken in 2019.  

The first monitoring report found that through the analysis of fishing activity and fish landings 

data, together with evidence from key informant interviews and case studies found no 

evidence, at the Scotland level, of significant positive or negative socioeconomic impacts 

linked to MPA management measures introduced in February 2016. This applies to the 

fishing industry, aquaculture, tourism, seafood processing and other marine and coastal 

developments.  

Overall, this report concluded that it is still too early to make confident judgements about the 

socioeconomic impacts of MPA management measures, and longer term monitoring is 

required. 

Energy  

Scotland's first Scottish Energy Strategy
75

 sets out the Scottish Government’s vision for the 

future energy system in Scotland. Ultimately, the Scottish Energy Strategy sets two new 

targets for the Scottish energy system by 2030, these being (1) the equivalent of 50% of the 

energy for Scotland’s heat, transport and electricity consumption to be supplied from 
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renewable sources, and (2) an increase by 30% in the productivity of energy use across the 

Scottish economy. 

To achieve this there are six energy priorities for a whole-system approach that considers 

both the use and the supply of energy for heat, power and transport. These six energy 

priorities being:  

 Promote consumer engagement and protect consumers from excessive costs; 

 Improve the energy efficiency of Scotland’s homes, buildings, industrial processes and 

manufacturing; 

 Ensure homes and businesses can continue to depend on secure, resilient and flexible 

energy supplies; 

 Empower communities by supporting innovative local energy systems and networks; 

 Champion Scotland’s renewable energy potential, creating new jobs and supply chain 

opportunities; and 

 Continue to support investment and innovation across our oil and gas sector, including 

exploration, innovation, subsea engineering, decommissioning and carbon capture and 

storage. 

Related to the marine environment are the Scottish Government strategic priorities and action 

around marine energy, which include the following actions: 

 Continue to champion the tidal and wave energy sector in Scotland. 

 Support Wave Energy Scotland with its internationally recognised research and 

development programme. 

 Work with the marine energy industry working group to agree the priorities for securing 

the future growth of the sector in light of changes in UK Government energy policy and 

EU exit. 

Similarly, there are a range of actions around offshore wind, which are also pertinent to 

marine planning: 

 Work with Crown Estate Scotland and Marine Scotland on new offshore wind 

opportunities, including floating offshore wind. 

 Continue to work with the sector, our enterprise agencies and other partners to increase 

the industrial and supply chain benefits for Scotland of development in our waters. 
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 Contribute to UK Offshore Wind Sector Deal discussions between industry and the UK 

Government. 

Th Scottish Energy Strategy places a sharp emphasis on the energy sector’s economic 

role, benefits and potential, from established technologies to those that are new or still 

emerging. It sets out what more the Scottish Government is doing to help realise this potential 

under the following key areas:  

 Stimulating Investment; 

 Supporting Research and Innovation; 

 Strengthening Supply Chains; 

 Creating New Business Models; 

 Developing Necessary Skills; 

 Boosting Inclusive Growth; 

 Cultivating Regional Partnerships; and 

 Supporting Internationalisation. 

Although previous renewable strategies and strategy targets (such as the 2020 Routemap 

for Renewable Energy in Scotland
76

) have largely been addressed by onshore wind, there 

is an increasing emphasis on marine based energy and offshore wind in the Scottish Energy 

Strategy, these are likely to impact upon the Clyde Marine Region.  
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6. Marine Planning Best Practice Review 

Introduction  

This section presents a review of a selection of other marine planning policies, practices and 

procedures from other regions and nations.  

Review of other UK and Overseas Marine Planning Processes and Plans  

Feedback from the Interim Report presentation at the June 2018 CMPP Members’ meeting 

suggested that Ireland, Northern Ireland and Wales were useful comparators as they are 

currently going through a marine planning process and there may be lessons in relation to 

how they have integrated economic development principles and practices into their plans. 

Other case studies from New Zealand, Canada and the Nordic Region have also been 

reviewed. 

An Integrated Marine Plan for Ireland, 2012 

In terms of Ireland, the Irish Government initiated the Irish marine plan in 2012 when they 

issued a consultation document
77

 to seek views on how best to develop a Marine Plan for 

Ireland. 

The consultation report set a possible vision for 2020 as ‘Our ocean wealth will be a key 

element of our sustainable economic growth. It will be managed in an integrated manner and 

supported by coherent policy, planning and regulation, generating economic, social and 

environmental benefits for our citizens’. 

The report also presented the scale of the economic opportunity and outlined that the Irish 

ocean was a national asset that supported a diverse marine economy with vast potential to 

tap into a €1,200bn global marine market for seafood, tourism, oil and gas, renewable ocean 

energy and new applications for health, medicine and technology. In parallel, the Irish marine 

resource was recognised as providing many non-commercial benefits for example, amenity, 

biodiversity and the mild climate. 

There was a clear focus on the economic value and economic opportunity within the 

consultation document, indicating a wide range of key sectors covering resources (fishing, 

aquaculture, seafood processing, seaweed, offshore oil and gas, renewable ocean energy, 

minerals and aggregates), services (shipping/maritime transport, marine commerce, marine 

tourism, cruise activity, ocean survey, submarine telecoms) and manufacturing (marine 

equipment, marine information and communications technology, marine biotechnology and 

ship building).   
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The consultation document also recognised the rich and diverse marine ecosystem and the 

need for maritime planning to ensure economic opportunities are pursued in conjunction with 

the safeguarding and enhancing the marine ecosystem.  

Published in 2012, An Integrated Marine Plan for Ireland
78

 set out the shared vision ‘Our 

ocean wealth will be a key element of our economic recovery and sustainable growth, 

generating benefits for all our citizens, supported by coherent policy, planning and regulation, 

and managed in an integrated manner’. The agreed vision still had a strong economic focus, 

with reference to economic recovery, having been published in 2012 after the economic 

recession of 2009 – 2011. The targets set were economic in nature, where the Harnessing 

Our Ocean Wealth 2020 Targets were set as: 

 Double the value of our ocean wealth to 2.4% of GDP by 2030; and 

 Increase the turnover from our ocean economy to exceed €6.4bn by 2020. 

It is worth noting that An Integrated Marine Plan for Ireland takes account of the opportunity 

for synergies with the EU Strategy for the Atlantic, and was seen as a valuable contribution to 

getting the environment right for investment to drive the potential of our marine economy. The 

focus throughout the Marine Plan is on economic opportunities, the market opportunity and 

the financial scale of the opportunity. The importance of the marine environment is included 

within the Marine Plan but there is a clear focus on generating economic wealth from the Irish 

ocean.  

In addition to the overall economic impact targets, the Integrated Marine Plan for Ireland 

sets sectoral growth targets, across seafood, maritime commerce and ship leasing, marine 

and coastal tourism, marine ICT and biotechnology and ports and maritime transport, 

services, manufacturing, and engineering.   

Draft Marine Plan for Northern Ireland, 2018 

Despite the Northern Ireland Assembly remaining suspended, the draft Northern Ireland 

Marine Plan was put out for public consultation in April 2018 and completed its period of 

engagement on 15 June 2018.  The Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs 

issued the Consultation Draft on the proposed Marine Plan for Northern Ireland
79

 in line 

with the framework of the UK Marine Policy Statement. 
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The proposed vision is rounded in that it includes economic, social and environmental 

objectives, stating ‘A healthy marine area which is managed sustainably for the economic, 

environmental and social prosperity of present and future generation’. The supporting 

objectives also cover a balance of economic development, social and environmental themes.   

The marine objectives do not have a focus on economic outcomes. If anything, they have 

more of a qualitative focus on sustainable outcomes.  The initial proposed core policies are 

around the natural marine environment and how they can be safeguarded, enhanced and 

monitored, covering aspects such as air quality, heritage assets, marine litter, water quality 

and natural heritage.  

The activity policies, which follow from the core policies are more economic in nature, and are 

noted as the policies that ‘support or safeguard a particular activity without undue impact on 

the marine area, its ecosystem and the users that rely on them’. The Draft Marine Plan does 

state there is a presumption in favour of sustainable development across key activity areas, 

but there remains a focus on these activities only happening if there is no impact of the 

marine environment.  

The marine activities, which include (1) aquaculture (2) carbon capture (3) commercial fishing 

(4) defence (5) dredging (6) energy (7) marine aggregates (8) ports, harbours and shipping 

(9) cabling (10) tourism and recreation, are seen as the main economic assets and activities, 

but the value of them is not presented. All activities are acknowledged as having an important 

economic development role but their ongoing development will only be considered where 

there will be no adverse impact on the marine environment. The overall Draft Marine Plan is 

more protective in nature than the Irish Marine Plan.  

Draft Welsh National Marine Plan, 2017  

The Welsh Government published its proposals for a Welsh National Marine Plan
80

 in 2017 

and is currently reviewing the submissions made as part of the public consultation.  The 

Consultation Document builds on other completed research and consultation, including the 

Wales’ Marine Evidence Report an Understanding the Benefits and Opportunities 

Report and the Wales Marine Planning Portal. The foundation for marine planning in Wales 

comes from (1) the UK Marine & Coastal Access Act in the first instance and also (2) the 

Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015, which sets the policy context for sustainable 

development in Wales, including for marine and coastal resources. 
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The development of the Consultative Draft does draw on a series of research reports, 

including a report on the ‘benefits and opportunities of marine planning
81

’ which is based on a 

series of stakeholder consultations. In terms of economic development the report has a 

section on ‘Marine Planning for our Economy’, and there are qualitative references to the 

economic value of the marine environment, but the report does not quantify the scale of the 

existing, and potential, marine sectors.  The Wales Marine Plan Evidence Report
82

 has further 

detail around the ‘sectoral considerations’, including aggregates, aquaculture, defence, 

dredging and disposal, energy, fisheries, cabling, tourism and recreation, ports and shipping 

and water management. The sectors are introduced at a high level and there is no detail 

around assets, activities or their economic value.  

This Evidence Report presents the evidence base and key economic considerations for 

Wales in the context of marine planning.  Key issues for marine planning include:  

 The amount of growth possible, given environmental considerations; 

 Interactions between different marine sectors, for example upon coastal tourism through 

inappropriate developments; 

 Maintaining the competitiveness of key sectors, such as ports and shipping; and 

 The ability to maximise benefits for deprived areas from expansion in marine sectors. 

It also presents the evidence base and key social considerations for Wales in the context of 

marine planning.  Key issues for marine planning include:  

 Helping to encourage employment opportunities 

 Helping to achieve a balance of part-time and full-time work (i.e. move the dependence 

away from seasonal work). 

Helping to retain and attract high skill levels in the workforce. 

New Zealand Coastal Policy and Regional Coastal Plans 

The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement
83

 (NZCPS) is a national policy statement under 

the Resource Management Act 1991. The purpose of the NZCPS is to state policies in order 

to achieve the purpose of the Act in relation to the coastal environment of New Zealand. The 

coastal environment has characteristics, qualities and uses that mean there are particular 

challenges in promoting sustainable management. 
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The national Policy Statement highlights that the coastal environment is facing the following 

key issues:  

 the ability to manage activities in the coastal environment is hindered by a lack of 

understanding about some coastal processes and the effects of activities on them;  

 loss of natural character, landscape values and wild or scenic areas along extensive 

areas of the coast, particularly in areas closer to population centres or accessible for rural 

residential development;  

 continuing decline in species, habitats and ecosystems in the coastal environment under 

pressures from subdivision and use, vegetation clearance, loss of intertidal areas, plant 

and animal pests, poor water quality, and sedimentation in estuaries and the coastal 

marine area;  

 demand for coastal sites for infrastructure uses (including energy generation) and for 

aquaculture to meet the economic, social and cultural needs of people and communities;  

 poor and declining coastal water quality in many areas as a consequence of point and 

diffuse sources of contamination, including stormwater and wastewater discharges;  

 adverse effects of poor water quality on aquatic life and opportunities for aquaculture, 

gatherings and recreational uses such as swimming and kayaking;  

 loss of natural, built and cultural heritage from subdivision, use, and development; 

 compromising of the open space and recreational values of the coastal environment, 

including the potential for permanent and physically accessible walking public access to 

and along the coastal marine area;  

 continuing coastal erosion and other natural hazards that will be exacerbated by climate 

change and which will increasingly threaten existing infrastructure, public access and 

other coastal values as well as private property; and  

 the use of vehicles on beaches causing ecological damage and creating conflicts with 

other recreational uses and values of the coastal environment.  

To enhance the marine environment, Regional Coastal Plans are prepared by regional 

councils to achieve the sustainable management of their coastal environment. Their purpose 

is to assist these councils in achieving the sustainable management of their coastal 

environment. The plans include objectives, policies and rules that govern what activities the 

councils will allow, control or prohibit in the coastal environment. Although it is difficult to 

compare these policies and plans with the emerging CRMP there is an obvious focus on 
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protecting and safeguarding the marine environment, which in doing so has a secondary 

impact on supporting key marine economic sectors.  

Marine Plan Partnership for the North Pacific Coast (MaPP) 

The Marine Plan Partnership for the North Pacific Coast (MaPP) is a co-led process between 

17 First Nations and the Government of the Province of British Columbia (B.C.) that 

developed and is implementing plans for marine uses on B.C.’s North Pacific Coast, now and 

into the future. The MaPP initiative is notable also for the diversity of stakeholders involved 

and the number of marine uses, activities and values addressed. 

The MaPP plan area was divided into four sub-regions: Haida Gwaii, North Coast, Central 

Coast and North Vancouver Island. 

The MaPP planning teams completed four sub-regional marine plans and a regional action 

framework. The sub-regional plans provide clear recommendations for the management of 

marine areas, uses and activities. They include recommendations to develop and maintain 

sustainable economies for coastal communities and resilient marine ecosystems. The 

Regional Action Framework
84

 identifies recommendations for advancing common sub-

regional interests that are of regional significance and that can benefit from integrated and 

joint actions, the Figure below shows the governance structure and linkages between the 

regional and sub-regional areas. 

 

In terms of sub-regional plans, these cover a range of topics, including plan area 

management direction on topics such as community and economy, infrastructure, marine 
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pollution, conservation and protection, cultural heritage assets, recreation and tourism, 

aquaculture, energy, fishery economy, governance and regulatory enforcement and 

enforcement.   

There is a notable focus on compliance and enforcement, with spatial recommendations in 

the Plan providing policy guidance intended to inform the decision making process regarding 

uses and activities in the areas identified. Spatial recommendations are also intended to 

assist marine tenure applicants, stakeholder groups, industry and the general public in 

accessing and using marine space and resources. The regional marine plans have three 

overarching zone types with recommended use and activities 

 General Management Zone (GMZ) (x% of the Plan Area) – supports a wide range of co-

‐existing sustainable marine uses and activities associated with public, private and 

community uses. 

 Special Management Zone (SMZ) (y areas covering z% of the Plan Area) – includes 

areas of multiple uses and multiple high values / high potential, and are assigned a 

management emphasis that is intended to strengthen, encourage and/or maintain 

opportunities for important existing values, uses or activities associated with local 

communities, First Nations and marine economic sectors related to the area emphasis: 

o Community Emphasis Areas are intended to reinforce their value for seasonal 

and year-‐round uses and activities associated with, required by, and dictated 

primarily by, adjacent or nearby communities. 

o Cultural/Economic Emphasis Areas are intended to reinforce their high value to 

First Nations, on a seasonal and year-‐round basis, for cultural value protection, 

Aboriginal economic development opportunities, and food security. 

o Recreation/Tourism Emphasis Areas are intended to reinforce their high value to 

existing commercial tourism operations, particularly from late May to early 

October. 

 Protection Management Zone (PMZ) (x unique geographic areas covering y% of the Plan 

Area) – allocates space primarily for conservation purposes or objectives. 

The regional marine plans also have ‘Recommended Use and Activities Tables’ which identify 

activities that are considered acceptable, not acceptable or conditionally acceptable for each 

zone. For activities that are conditionally acceptable, area-‐based conditions are provided.  
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Marine Spatial Planning in the Nordic Region 

The Nordic Council of Ministers hosted a Nordic Forum on Marine Planning in 2009, and 

issued a Principles, Perspectives and Opportunities report
85

 as an outcome of the event and 

subsequent research.  

The dialogue and research activity was presented in a final report which summarised that 

problems affecting the marine environment cannot be solved through a single-sector or 

single-discipline approach and there was wide agreement at the Nordic Workshop that 

comprehensive marine spatial management is an important tool to deliver ecosystem-based 

management of uses of the marine environment and to solve conflict between different 

interests.  

Regional examples presented at the workshop highlighted how conflicts are being addressed 

through marine spatial planning:  

 In Norway, for instance, an Integrated Management Plan of the Barents Sea has been 

implemented to resolve conflicting objectives of the oil industry, shipping, fisheries and 

nature conservation, where the fishing councils have integral roles in marine planning with 

a focus on maintaining indigenous wild fisheries; and 

 In Limfjorden, Denmark, aquaculture and mussel fishing interests have been balanced 

against nature conservation to facilitate zoning of various marine activities.  

It outlined that across the Nordic region there is a need to promote and implement spatial 

planning locally and nationally; however, increased transnational cooperation is required in 

order to address large-scale connectivity between habitats and species, ecological coherence 

of MPA networks as well as cumulative effects of marine installations and activities.  

A number of unique traits common to the Nordic region, such as common cultural 

backgrounds, similar languages and a high level of regulation and regulatory compliance are 

identified as advantageous in the facilitation of transboundary marine spatial management in 

this region. Furthermore, the Nordic countries have a long history of cooperation as well as a 

large public sector and a comprehensive legal framework.  

Effective and integrated marine spatial management is regarded crucial for the mitigation of 

evolving conflicts and further degradation of the Nordic marine environment as well as for 

proactive planning to avoid future potential conflicts, including some of those associated with 

climate change. 
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A Summary  

The Irish Marine Plan has a clear focus on the economic opportunity afforded by the Irish 

ocean.  ‘Our Ocean Wealth’ set out a framework to unlock the economic value of the Irish 

ocean and find a balance between protecting the marine environment and its species and 

habitats whilst optimising the use of its resources as a source of economic growth.  

The Draft Marine Plan for Northern Ireland is more balanced in its approach and the core 

policies are focused on safeguarding the marine environment. There are no economic targets 

and the economic activities, although important, are governed by the ability of the activities to 

occur with no undue impact on the marine environment.  

The Wales Marine Plan is currently being consulted upon. The Consultation Document is 

based on a range of completed research and stakeholder consultations. This includes an 

Evidence Report which introduces key activities and summarises their role and potential 

impact on marine planning. The Evidence Report has a focus on protecting the marine 

environment as well as outlining how the importance of key economic activities, their 

challenges and opportunities and the potential impact and relationship with the marine 

environment. The Welsh Plan, which is still open for consultation, is more aligned to the Draft 

Northern Ireland Marine Plan, where the focus is more towards sustaining and enhancing the 

marine environment and supporting economic activities where they do not adversely impact 

on the marine environment.  

A review of a number of regional coastal plans in New Zealand, such as the Kermadec and 

Subantarctic Islands Coastal Plan, highlights that the focus of the regional coastal plans is 

almost entirely on protecting and enhancing the environment and heritage of coastal regions.  

Commercial fishing, anchoring, diving, and tourism are important economic activities, and this 

is recognised, and the coastal plan sets out policies to manage these activities. The emphasis 

is more on policing activities in order to protect the marine environment.  

There is a clear spatial focus to regional marine planning in Canada, with an overarching 

Regional Action Plan, and a series of sub-regional plans which in themselves also have a 

spatial focus which identifies a hierarchy of management zones which dictate what activities 

can and cannot happen in these locations. This is enforced by law. 

The review of the Nordic papers suggests that whilst the Clyde Marine Region will benefit 

from a CRMP, it will abut other regional and national plan areas and there may be benefit in 

ensuring other regional, UK and international marine plan which may interface (with directly or 

indirectly) with the Clyde Marine Region are taken into consideration when developing the 

CRMP. Similarly, other regions should be encouraged to comment upon its development to 

help ensure the CRMP benefits not just the Clyde Marine Region, but others into the Irish Sea 

and wider Atlantic Ocean.  
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7. Summary of Findings  

Introduction  

MKA Economics was commissioned by the Clyde Marine Planning Partnership (CMPP) to 

complete an independent review of relevant socio-economic strategies, policies and reports to 

assist in the formation of the Clyde Regional Marine Plan (CRMP). The following study 

objective was set out at the outset of the review: 

‘A review of all current reports, documents, plans and papers that may help shape the future 

development of socio-economic projects, policies and objectives as part of the Clyde 

Regional Marine Plan.’ 

To complete the assessment, MKA Economics reviewed a range of socio-economic 

documents sourced from the CMPP, local authority members, sectoral bodies and a review of 

other UK and international marine planning processes and links to economic development.  

The assessment was split according to (1) a review of area-based strategies (2) a review of 

sectoral strategies and (3) a review of other UK and international experience.  

The key findings from the independent review are set out below.  

Summary of Findings  

National Review 

At a national level the economic development policies have a particular reference to marine 

planning and the importance of the marine economy in supporting sustainable economic 

growth across all regions and communities, notably those more isolated areas such as the 

remote Islands and isolated rural areas.   

There is a clear focus on key growth sectors; those most applicable to the CRMP include 

tourism, food and drink (aquaculture and fisheries), energy and navigation infrastructure at 

certain ports and harbours. There are other key sectors relevant to the CRMP, such as 

defence and shipbuilding, however these are not deemed key sectors at the Scottish level. 

Regional Review 

Overall, key economic sectors are seen as the backbone to unlocking growth and future 

prosperity of the region – and this is the case for the marine economy, where there are 

obvious key sectors, such as food and drink. The Clyde Marine Region has a heritage of 

providing economic wealth and prosperity, however the focus has changed from heavy 

industry to light industries with activities, such as tourism, which are more reliant on the Clyde 

Marine Region as an asset which is protected, managed and enhanced.  
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Local Review 

There is consistency across all key economic development plans about supporting the 

balanced growth of key economic sectors. In a marine context these tend to focus on marine 

and coastal tourism, and food and drink, notably fisheries and aquaculture.  

Integrating the growth potential of the tourism and fisheries/aquaculture sectors is perhaps 

more apparent in some areas compared to other areas. There is an obvious emphasis of the 

marine economy playing an important role in unlocking growth across most regions, but this is 

more pronounced in areas which have an extensive coastline and traditional reliance on 

marine based industries, notably Argyll and Bute, North Ayrshire, South Ayrshire and 

Inverclyde for example. 

Future economic prosperity, notably in remote and fragile areas, will benefit from a CRMP 

which supports sustainable development in the right location, to enable each sector to grow, 

whilst securing the rich and diverse coastline, the sea and sea lochs on which these key 

sectors are dependent.  There is potential for the CRMP to develop spatial or locational 

policies to help deliver local economic strategies and plans.  

The continued regeneration of post-industrial areas, and the continued focus of the 

regeneration of the River Clyde and other areas close to Glasgow is a focus of a number of 

the local area plans and strategies, such as Glasgow itself, Inverclyde and West 

Dunbartonshire.  

However, in some cases it is apparent that there is not a clear or obvious link between the 

requirements of key sector growth and the area-based opportunities afforded by regenerating 

the Clyde corridor and this may be an area which the CRMP can help develop. The land-use 

plans have a spatial focus, whereas the sector focused visions often lack a location 

dimension, and the CRMP could adopt a more specific focus on matching appropriate areas 

with appropriate industries/sectors in policy terms. 

There are a number of key sector strategies which have a strong relationship with the coast, 

for example North Ayrshire’s recent Tourism Action Plan, or ‘Making Waves’, which is 

essentially a marine and coastal tourism strategy. Similarly, the emerging North Ayrshire LDP 

(LDP2) also has a new focus on the coast with a particular ‘Coastal Objective’. This joined-up 

approach between economic development and strategic planning is an example of how the 

key sector growth can benefit from a planning strategy which is consistent with local 

economic action planning.    

This is also apparent in the Scottish Marine Tourism Strategy, or ‘Awakening the Giant’. 

Similarly, which is pronounced for Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park for 

example, where tourism is the largest economic sector within the National Park  
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The ‘Awakening the Giant’ and ‘Making Waves’ strategies, with their focus on marine and 

coastal tourism is a model that could be considered by the CMPP as a potential framework for 

a wider regional coastal tourism strategy linking and selling the Clyde Marine Region to the 

ever more discerning tourist. 

There is a varied level of connectivity between local plans and policies with wider regional 

plans and policies. In certain cases, such as Renfrewshire, there is a strong connection and 

interrelationship between local and regional policies, plans and strategies. The CRMP can 

play a role in helping to pull together the various sub-regional economic plans, and marine 

related economic plans, into a coherent regional economic plan for the marine area.  

In certain cases, there is a strong relationship between the environment, including the marine 

environment, and the economy. Where there are a number of local economic strategies which 

focus on a transition to a low carbon economy and the value attached to an attractive 

environment to attract and retain visitors, residents, businesses and investors to an area, 

such as the South Lanarkshire.  

Both the Glasgow City Region City Deal and the Ayrshire Growth Deal have an important role 

in helping to unlock marine based sites and activities. The Glasgow City Region City Deal has 

more of a regeneration and infrastructure approach on coastal sites whereas the Ayrshire 

Growth Deal more of a thematic approach, notably around marine and coastal tourism.  

Although the more land-locked areas do not have a significant role in marine planning terms, 

they do bring an appreciation of balancing the economy. For instance, South Lanarkshire has 

embraced the opportunity afforded by renewable energy which has supported local economic 

growth and empowered communities and this model of developing a key sector whilst 

protecting the environment can be replicated in marine planning terms, notably around 

supporting the renewable energy sector and its infrastructure.   

It is apparent from the local area review that there are a number of common and recurring 

themes across locational plans and strategies. The diagram below summarises the core 

themes within plans/strategies and where each area sits in relation to core themes.  

The themes which are most prominent in the secondary review are: (1) Key Sectors; (2) A 

Low Carbon/Green Economy; (3) Area Based Regeneration; and a (4) Marine / Coastal focus. 

For instance, it is apparent that North Ayrshire’s economic development policies have 

increasingly tended to focus on the coast and marine, including marine tourism, whereas 

Inverclyde’s strategies have more of an area-based regeneration theme, with links to 

regeneration projects on the coastline. In some areas, such as South Lanarkshire, the focus 

is more towards a low carbon economy with a focus on key sectors, notably renewables. 

There are areas where there is more of a balance across the themes presented below. 
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A notable omission from many of the economic development policies and strategies was the 

link between economic prosperity and the value of a rich marine environment, and their link to 

community well-being.  Although there is reference in a number of economic development 

strategies and LDPs to health and well-being, this is not a significant feature of plans and 

policies. However, there was an implied, or in-direct, link to health and well-being in the 

strategies which seek to promote the environment and the outdoors as an important feature of 

their economy.  

Policies and action plans which promote the environment and the outdoors have a link to 

enhancing the ability of local residents and communities to access a healthy and safe 

environment, this engenders community activities and local well-being. Similarly, investment 

in coastal paths, routes and parks can be seen as playing an important community well-being 

and community cohesion role, including activities and events which encourage communities 

to interact. There is scope for the CMRP to make a clearer link between an enhanced 

environment and its role in supporting economic growth whilst also supporting community 

cohesion and well-being.  

Key Sectors Theme 

Scottish Government 

Regeneration Theme Low Carbon Theme 

Marine / Coastal Theme 

South Lanarkshire 

Inverclyde 

Glasgow City Region 

Renfrewshire 

North Ayrshire 

Argyll & Bute 

Glasgow 

South Ayrshire 

West Dunbartonshire 

Loch Lomond & 
Trossachs  
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Sectoral Review 

This section focused on the following marine sectors: 

 Sport, Recreation and Tourism  

 Shipping 

 Aquaculture 

 Fisheries  

 Energy 

The value of the sports, recreation and tourism sector is difficult to measure but it is clearly 

one of the most valuable assets around coastal areas, with a recent survey suggesting that 

annual expenditure on marine recreation and tourism activities is estimated to amount to £3.7 

billion to the Scottish economy. Around £2.4 billion of this is associated with general 

recreation and tourism, with around £1.3 billion associated with more specialist activities 

including wildlife watching, sailing, kayaking, surfing and angling. The contribution of a well-

managed Marine Protected Areas network will be the focus of ongoing assessment by the 

Scottish Government.  

The ‘Awakening the Giant’ marine tourism strategy is ambitious, and this is ambition is in-line 

with the national tourism strategy – Tourism Scotland 2020. The scale of the opportunity is 

notable, and the CMPP should consider opportunities to embrace its ongoing ambition and 

supporting action plan within the CRMP.  

The economic importance of the maritime and shipping sector to Scotland is significant.  A 

current report by Maritime UK estimates that the Maritime Sector directly supported just under 

£9.3 billion in turnover, £3.6 billion in GVA and 39,300 jobs in Scotland in 2015. 

Around 95% of UK goods are moved by sea and maritime business have a huge opportunity 

to secure global business. The maritime sector is a significant and sustainable industry, and 

this is also the case for ports and sites in the Firth of Clyde which handled over 14 million 

tonnes of cargo in 2016, and is home to Scotland’s largest cruise terminal.  

The maritime facilities on the Clyde are importance economic contributors in their own right, 

but importantly support the growth aspirations and opportunities of key sectors, including 

tourism, fishing and energy. 

Aquaculture in Scotland is diverse, from the farming of salmon and other finfish species, to 

the production of mussels and oysters and the harvesting of seaweed. The industry is a 

success story in Scotland and salmon is the country’s top food export. The Aquaculture 2030 
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Strategy identifies key actions required to double the economic contribution of the industry 

from £1.8 billion in 2016, to £3.6 billion by 2030. It is estimated this will generate over 9,000 

new jobs in the sector and establish Scotland as a global leader in the industry.  

The Clyde Marine Region can play a role in all features of the sector and its supply chain, 

notably the links to central belt as a key market for aquaculture products, as well as transport 

links to elsewhere in the UK and beyond. 

Fishing communities are an important and integral part of Scottish rural life. The Scottish 

Inshore Fisheries Strategy outlines how fishing makes a valuable contribution to Scotland’s 

economy. This contribution supports rural communities all year round and also provides jobs 

throughout the supply chain, including at process plants inland. The strategy sets out why 

fisheries continue to be at the heart of the Scottish Government’s aims to ‘create more, better 

paid jobs in a strong sustainable economy, build a fairer Scotland through tackling inequalities 

and empower people and communities.’  

Ultimately, the regional fisheries strategies and plans reviewed continue to support the 

economic importance of fisheries to the Clyde Marine Region economy, notably links to the 

food and drink sector.  The review also highlights the importance of protecting the marine 

resource, i.e. the fish stocks on which it relies. The Fisheries White Paper, which closed for 

consultation in September 2018, is the major policy shift, which seeks to set a new course for 

UK fisheries as the UK leaves the EU and the Common Fisheries Policy in 2019. 

In terms of energy, the Scottish Energy Strategy sets two new targets for the Scottish energy 

system by 2030, these being (1) the equivalent of 50% of the energy for Scotland’s heat, 

transport and electricity consumption to be supplied from renewable sources, and (2) an 

increase of 30% in the productivity of energy use across the Scottish economy. Although 

previous renewable strategies and strategy targets have largely been addressed by onshore 

wind, there is an increasing emphasis on marine based energy and offshore wind in the 

Scottish Energy Strategy. These are likely to impact upon the Clyde Marine Region and need 

to be considered in light of existing development and activities.  

Supporting the continued growth and sustainability of key sectors is an important 

consideration in regional and local plans and strategies. The CRMP will also play an 

important role in supporting those key sectors which are reliant on the marine environment.  

This will be best achieved by the CMRP working alongside the other policies and strategies in 

the area and not in isolation.  

It is worth noting that whilst there are national, regional and local strategies relating to marine 

activities, there is often limited local interpretation and so there is an opportunity for the 

CRMP to add value by considering locally where the CMR can contribute to delivering the 

national, regional and local key sector opportunities. 
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Other UK and International Best Practice Review 

The review of other UK, Irish, New Zealand, Canadian and Nordic approaches to marine 

planning processes and plans, highlight that there is a consistent balance to be struck 

between the environment and the socio-economic objectives of local, regional and national 

areas.  

The Irish approach has a hard-edged economic focus, with clear economic targets (by 

sector), whereas the emerging Welsh and Northern Ireland plans are more balanced and 

have less detail on the value and opportunity of the economic sectors and tend to lead with 

the protection of the marine environment.  

The review of the New Zealand and Canadian marine plans suggests that their plans have an 

emphasis on protecting the environment as a central focus, and policing the ‘human’ activities 

through enforcing stated rules. These plans recognise the value of a rich and diverse marine 

environment, and how economic activities such as tourism and fisheries can occur but stating 

how these can occur. The Canadian approach uses spatial zones at the regional level to 

indicate areas of opportunity and constraint for development and activities. The Nordic 

approach also has a focus on environmental protection, however, the additional feature is the 

importance attached to working with other regions and nations to adopt a more holistic 

approach and looking beyond boundaries when devising marine plans.  

It should be noted that the international areas reviewed are less industrial than some parts of 

the Clyde Marine Region and also that they do not have such a legacy of multi-use. However, 

it does highlight how marine plans vary from being economically focussed to environmentally 

focused, and a balance between both themes. It also outlines the different approaches from a 

sectoral focus to a spatial one and the role of governance and enforcement. 

A summary of the key findings and suggested recommendations for the CMPP are set 

out in the Executive Summary. 

 

 

 

 


